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ASSURANCES
CERTIFIED SCHOOL PERSONNEL EVALUATION PLAN
The Carroll County School District hereby assures the Commissioner of Education that:
This evaluation plan was developed by an evaluation committee composed of an equal number of
teachers and administrators.
The evaluation process and criteria for evaluation will be explained to and discussed with all
certified personnel annually within one month of reporting for employment. This shall occur prior
to the implementation of the plan. The evaluation of each certified staff member will be conducted
or supervised by the immediate supervisor of the employee.
All certified employees shall develop an Individual Professional Growth Plan (IGP) that shall be
aligned with the school/district improvement plan and comply with the requirements of 704 KAR
3:345. The IGP will be reviewed annually.
All administrators, to include the superintendent, and non-tenured teachers will be evaluated
annually.
All tenured teachers will be evaluated a minimum of once every three years.
Each evaluator will be trained and approved in the use of appropriate evaluation techniques and
the use of local instruments and procedures.
Each person evaluated will have both formative and summative evaluations with the evaluator
regarding his/her performance.
Each evaluatee shall be given a copy of his/her summative evaluation and the summative
evaluation shall be filed with the official personnel records.
The local evaluation plan provides for the right to a hearing as to every appeal, an opportunity to
review all documents presented to the evaluation appeals panel, and a right to presence of
evaluatee’s chosen representative.
The evaluation plan process will not discriminate on the basis of race, national origin, religion,
marital status, sex, or disability.
This evaluation plan will be reviewed as needed and any substantive revisions will be submitted to
the Department of Education for approval.
The local board of education approved the evaluation plan as recorded in the minutes of the
meeting held June 25, 2009
__________________________________________________
Signature of District Superintendent

_______________________
Date

__________________________________________________
_______________________
Signature of Chairperson, Board of Education
Date
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Carroll County Schools
Certified Evaluation Plan
Introduction
Starting in February 2009 a committee, made up of five administrators and five teachers, started work on the
remaking of the certified evaluation plan for Carroll County Schools. The committee took the new ISLLC
standards and added a seventh standard to address district goals and district/school improvement plans. The
committee than took the new teacher standards and created a document that shares what might be looked at
as evidence of meeting the standards. The committee also created an Instructional Coach evaluation
instrument to meet the job description; this will be included under the administator section.
The plan was approved in the June 2009 board meeting. The following are the members of the committee.

Member
Bill Hogan
John Leeper
Stacy Tuttle
Dana Oak
Michelle Hawkins
Doug Oak
Jonica Ray
Trina Raker
Sharon Haun
Megan Morris

Position
Administrator, Carroll County Board
Administrator, Carroll County High School
Teacher, Carroll County High School
Administrator, Carroll County Middle School
Teacher, Carroll County Middle School
Administrator, Cartmell Elementary
Teacher, Cartmell Elementary
Teacher, Cartmell Elementary
Administrator, Kathryn Winn Elementary
Teacher, Kathryn Winn Elementary

Contact Person for the Carroll County Certified Evaluation Plan is Mr. Bill Hogan, Chief Academic Officer
for Carroll County Schools. He may be reached at (502)732-7070
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Carroll County Public Schools

ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION
Evaluation is the process of assess or determining the effectiveness of performances and products: to
promote the continuation of professional competence; to identify areas for professional growth; and to assist
in making personnel decisions. The district has taken the position that the prime purpose of evaluation
should be to improve instruction, curriculum, assessment, and other professional responsibilities. The
evaluation process should be a bilateral, cooperative endeavor between the person being evaluated (the
evaluatee) and his/her evaluator. The evaluatee's input is necessary from the initiation of the evaluation
cycle.
All administrators are to be evaluated annually by their primary supervisor. An "administrator" is any
certified staff person who devotes the majority of his/her employed time to service in a position for which
administration certification is required by the Education Professional Standards Board in 704 KAR Chapter
20 (ie. principal, assistant principal, supervisor, coordinator, director, assistant director, pupil personnel
worker, or guidance counselor).
Informal observations will occur throughout the year. The evaluatee and the evaluator will engage in ongoing constructive exchange. Appropriate topics for consideration in ongoing formative evaluation include
the evaluatee's performance, feedback from various individuals with which the evaluatee works, the district's
support of the evaluatee, issues that should be addressed, whether and how job expectations should be
revised, and preliminary views of what the end evaluation is likely to show. Documentation procedures will
rely on varied data collection techniques including:
Informal observation- evaluatee with other employees, students or parents;
small groups; meetings; school-related activities; in supervisory roles; change agent
Personal Data-Attendance records; input from other employees and community members; overall
school or program evaluation data; participation in professional organizations; follow up
activities; etc.
Non-observed Data-staff/student/parent/community comments; correspondence
Artifact Data-Administrator log; awards, recognitions, achievements, clippings; committee
minutes, reports; letters, memos, newsletters (quality/quantity); school test data;
surveys/inventories;
The intent of this exchange is to lead to a clear view of the evaluatee's job performance.
If data indicates a problem with successfully fulfilling district criteria, a conference should be scheduled
immediately and corrective action plan implemented. The evaluatee should be given reasonable time to
address deficiencies prior to formally assessing attainment of district performance criteria. In any case, a
conference should be scheduled between evaluator and evaluatee by January 5 to discuss data collected to
this mid-point of the school year.
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ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS EVALUATED
THROUGH THIS PROCESS
Assistant Superintendent/Chief Academic Officer
Director of Pupil Personnel/Chief Operations Officer
Elementary Instructional Supervisor
Technology Coordinator
Elementary Principals
Middle School Principal
High School Principal
Carroll County Alternative School Principal
Special Education Director

The superintendent or designee directly evaluates all of the above administrative personnel.
Evaluatee

Primary Evaluator

Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal

High School Principal
Middle School Principal

Counselors:
High School
Middle School
Elementary

High School Principal
Middle School Principal
Elementary Principal

School Psychologist

Special Education Director

Support Staff (Teachers)
Evaluated Using the Administrator Process
Migrant Coordinator

Special Education Director

Instructional Coaches

Chief Academic Officer
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COMPONENTS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION
Each of the five components included in the evaluation process is vital to the overall summary of
performance. A cooperative evaluation, which is focused upon good management and improvement, can
create a climate for quality in all areas. Each of the components is outlined below:

I. STANDARDS & PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: SELF-APPRAISAL AND
APPRAISAL BY IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR.
Every administrator's job has been broken into six standards with performance criteria indicators and a
corresponding job description which generally details the primary functions of his/her office. The purpose of
this evaluation section is for the administrator to complete a self assessment and discuss this self assessment
with the superintendent or primary evaluator in terms of specific job performance.
The superintendent or primary evaluator will also provide his appraisal of job performance including an
overview of the administrator's job description. This assessment should focus on data collected throughout
the administrator's scope of activities. The evaluator indicates on the checklist whether the evaluatee ―meets,
needs growth, or does not meet‖ the district standards. In an area where a "needs growth" or "does not meet
standards" is marked, corrective action plan utilizing the professional development/growth goal/plan should
be developed to address the deficiency. The evaluator must make a comment on any performance item that
is either unsatisfactory or needing improvement. No comment would mean job meets district standards.

II. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT/GROWTH PLAN
The superintendent or primary evaluator will annually identify with each administrator one or more goals for
the next school year. The evaluatee and/or evaluator may choose to add additional goals during the
evaluation cycle (i.e., Board adopts district goals; deficiency in job performance is noted.)
Administrators should insert the sheet "Goals for ____ - ____ Evaluation Cycle" from the previous year's
evaluation package and use Section II to report on the current progress of those goals.
If the goal has a timeline for completion in May or June, the administrator is responsible for providing the
superintendent with a written update of this goal/objective completed after the evaluation conference date.
An additional conference will be scheduled only if deemed necessary by the superintendent.
The steps in development of a professional growth plan include: (1) Determining area for growth using one
or more of the following: evaluation data, district goals, school comprehensive plan goals, or other goals;
(2) Decide what objectives/activities are needed to reach the goal; and (3) Determine the method for
evaluating success.

III. PORTFOLIO ENTRIES (Optional)
The Portfolio Entry is an evaluation component which allows the evaluatee to study his/her collection of
materials and select pieces for inclusion which presents him/her as the professional leader he/she is.
Portfolios can contain a wide range of work to best demonstrate the evaluatee's versatility and expertise as an
administrator.
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Some administrators, due to assignments or specific interest, may utilize this section to identify individual
goals and report their accomplishments for the purpose of due recognition and consideration for merit. Other
administrators, due to Part I and multiple goals in Part II, may determine that it is best to complete their
assigned goals well, rather than entertain additional goals for merit.

IV. EVALUATION SUMMARY
The superintendent or primary evaluator in collaboration with each administrator will review each
component of the administrative evaluation process and will provide a summative conclusion.
EVALUATION STANDARDS: The evaluatee must meet all the standards from component I and II in
order to receive a "meets district standards" marking on the summative evaluation.
The evaluator and the Superintendent may make comments in this section, and the evaluatee may provide a
written response to the evaluation if desired. If an evaluatee disagrees with the summative evaluation of his
or her primary evaluator, the evaluatee may register perceptions, opinions, and individual judgments in
writing under "Comments of Evaluatee" on the Evaluation Summary.
APPEAL OF EVALUATION: The Local Appeals Committee, in accordance with KRS 156.101 and
Board Policy/Procedures 03.18, will hear grievances of certified personnel concerning their evaluation. Any
administrator who believes that he or she was not fairly evaluated on the summative evaluation has the
option of appealing to this panel within five working days of the receipt of the summative evaluation.

V. GOALS FOR THE NEXT EVALUATION CYCLE
The current evaluation generates goals for the next school year which need to be focused upon by the
administrator. Based upon the evaluation process of components I and II, the administrator identifies goals
for school/district improvement, enrichment, and/or corrective action. Assigned goals for the next year will
be identified after district goals are approved by the Board of Education.

Appeal of Evaluation
In accordance with Board policy 03.18 – Any administrator who believes that he or she was not fairly
evaluated on the summative evaluation may appeal to the panel within five (5) working days of the receipt of
the evaluation. The certified employee may review any evaluation material related to him/her. Reasonably in
advance, both the evaluator and the evaluatee shall be given the opportunity to review documents to be given
to the hearing committee, and they may have representation of their choosing.
Appeal may be made regarding the substance or procedures during the evaluation process. Professional
judgmental conclusions of evaluations may not be appealed. Any employee wishing to appeal their
evaluation must follow outline provided by Procedure 03.18 AP.11.
The following key components of due process will be examined in the review of the certified employee
evaluation:
impartiality, consistency, fairness, follow-through, careful documentation, contractual
compliance, and use of progressive discipline steps.
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Administrative Personnel Evaluation Plan
Timeline Summary
Activity

No Later Than

Evaluation package prepared for distribution to each administrator

July 30

District training for primary evaluators in local evaluation process

August 1

Formative Evaluation Pre-Conference

August 30

Formative Data Collection

Throughout year

Evaluator/Evaluatee Mid-Year Conference

By Jan. 5

Complete evaluation package submitted to supervisor

April 15

Administrative Evaluation submitted to Superintendent's Office

April 30
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Optional Form

ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION
OBSERVATION/DATA COLLECTION FORM
Name-________________________________________________ Date-_____________

Growth Plan Progress:
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COMPONENT I

STANDARDS & PERFORMANCE

SELF-APPRAISAL
AND
APPRAISAL BY IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
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ISLLC

Evaluation Standards and Performance Criteria
for Education Administrators
(All performance criteria may not apply to all administrative positions.)

Standard 1: Vision
An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating
the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision
of learning that is shared and supported by all the stakeholders.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Collaboratively develop and implement a shared vision and mission
Collect and use data to identify goals, assess organizational effectiveness, and promote organizational
learning
Create and implement plans to achieve goals
Promote continuous and sustainable improvement
Monitor and evaluate progress and revise plans

Standard 2: School Culture and Learning
An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating,
nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program
conducive to student learning and staff professional growth.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Nurture and sustain a culture of collaboration, trust, learning, and high expectations
Create a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent curricular program
Create a personalized and motivating learning environment for students
Supervise instruction
Develop assessment and accountability systems to monitor student progress
Develop the instructional and leadership capacity of staff
Maximize time spent on quality instruction
Promote the use of the most effective and appropriate technologies to support teaching and learning
Monitor and evaluate the impact of the instructional program

Standard 3: Management
An education leader promotes the success of every student by ensuring
management of the organization, operations, and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Monitor and evaluate the management and operational systems
Obtain, allocate, align, and efficiently utilize human, fiscal, and technological resources
Promote and protect the welfare and safety of students and staff
Develop the capacity for distributed leadership
Ensure teacher and organizational time is focused to support quality instruction and student learning
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Standard 4: Collaboration
An education leader promotes the success of all students by collaborating
with faculty and community members, responding to diverse community
interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that:
A.

Collect and analyze data and information pertinent to the educational environment

B.

Promote understanding, appreciation, and use of the community’s diverse cultural, social, and
intellectual resources
Build and sustain positive relationships with families and caregivers
Build and sustain productive relationships with community partners

C.
D.

Standard 5: Integrity, Fairness, Ethics
An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with
integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuing
that:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Ensure a system of accountability for every student’s academic and social success
Model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and ethical behavior
Safeguard the values of democracy, equity, and diversity
Consider and evaluate the potential moral and legal consequences of decision-making
Promote social justice and ensure that individual student needs inform all aspects of schooling

Standard 6: Political, Economic, Legal
An education leader promotes the success of every student by
understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social,
economic, legal, and cultural context.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that:
A.
B.
C.

Advocate for children, families, and caregivers
Act to influence local, district, state, and national decisions affecting student learning
Assess, analyze, and anticipate emerging trends and initiatives in order to adapt leadership strategies
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Standard 7: The school administrator works collaboratively with central office
administration to implement and monitor district goals.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring
that:
A. Can articulate the district goals that affect their school
B. Implements plan to address the district goals
C Aligns school goals with district goals
D. Establishes a plan to monitor the effectiveness of school and district goals
E. Reports semi-annually on impact of district goals on school
F. Is regular and punctual in attendance
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GUIDANCE COUNSELOR STANDARDS
Standard 1: Program Management, Research, and Evaluation
1.1 Defines needs and priorities.
1.2 Determines objectives
1.3 Communicates with the stakeholders, including school councils, about the design, importance, and
effectiveness of the program.
1.4 Organizes personnel, physical resources, and activities to accomplish needs, priorities, and objectives
specified by school plans.
1.5 Evaluates the program to assure its contribution to the school's mission and goals.
1.6 Uses information systems and technology.

Standard 2: Developmental Guidance Curriculum
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Assesses the developmental need of students.
Addresses academic expectations and school-to-work initiatives.
Prepares students for successful transitions.
Evaluates the results of the curriculum's impact.
Modifies the curriculum as needed to continually meet the needs of students.
Guides individuals and groups of students through the development of educational career plans.
Provides guidance for maximizing personal growth and development.
Teaches the school developmental guidance curriculum.
Assists teachers in the teaching of the guidance curriculum.

Standard 3: Individual/Small Group Counseling
3.1 Provides a safe, confidential setting in which students present their needs and
concerns.
3.2 Promotes wellness.
3.3 Responds to crises.
3.4 Communicates empathy and understanding.
3.5 Utilizes a broad range of techniques and accepted theories appropriate to school
counseling.
3.6 Utilizes assessment tools, individual planning skills, and counseling to facilitate
informed choices (aptitude, interest, learning styles, academics, and careers).
3.7 Intervenes in problem/conflict situations and conducts follow-up sessions.
3.8 Respects and nurtures the uniqueness of each student.
3.9 Mediates classroom and student conflict.
3.10 Empowers students to develop and use their resources.
Standard 4: Consultation/Collaboration
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Consults with parents, faculty, staff, administrators, and others to enhance their work with students.
Interprets relevant information concerning the developmental needs of students.
Reduces barriers to student learning through direct referred services.
Facilitates new student integration into the school environment.
Works with teachers to provide support for students in a crisis situation.
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4.6 Interacts with school councils, school boards, Family Resource/Youth Service Center Advisory
Councils, and/or school committees.
4.7 Facilitates successful communication between and among teachers, parents, teacher and students.
4.8 Works with teachers and administrators relevant to behavior management to promote and support
intervention strategies.
4.9 Consults with external community and professional resources.

Standard 5: Coordination
5.1 Coordinates with school and community personnel, including school councils, to provide resources for
students.
5.2 Uses an effective referral process for assisting students and others to use special programs and services.
5.3 Identifies community agencies for referral of students.
5.4 Maintains cooperative working relationships with community resources.
5.5 Facilitates successful transition from one level of education to the next, (i.e., elementary to middle).

Standard 6: Assessment
6.1 Participates in the planning and evaluation of the district/school testing program.
6.2 Assesses, interprets and communicates learning results to students, faculty, parents, and community with
respect to aptitude, achievement, interests, temperaments and learning styles.
6.3 Collaborates with staff concerning assessment of special needs students.
6.4 Uses assessment results and other sources of student data in formulating student career/graduation plans.
6.5 Coordinates student records to ensure the confidentiality of assessment data.
6.6 Provides orientation sessions for faculty, students, and parents regarding the assessment program.
Standard 7: Adheres to Professional Standards
7.1 Adheres to professional codes of ethics of American Counseling Association, American School
Counseling Association, and the Code of Ethics adopted by the Kentucky Education Professional
Standards Board.
7.2 Adheres to federal/state laws and regulations related to education and child protection.
7.3 Be responsible for the on-going professional development.
7.4 Acts in a role that clearly distinguishes him or her from any professional who administers disciplinary
action.
7.5 Be knowledgeable of the position statements of the American School Counselor Association
7.6 Identifies activities that would be in conflict with the primary role of the school counselor and to
advocate for the best practices of the profession.

Standard 8: Demonstrates Professional Leadership
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6

Builds positive relationships within and between school and community.
Promotes leadership potential in colleagues.
Participates in professional organizations and activities.
Writes and speaks effectively.
Guides the development of curriculum and instructional materials.
Participates in policy design and development at the local school, within
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professional organizations, and/or within community organizations with
educationally related activities.
8.7 Initiates and develops educational projects and programs.
8.8 Practices effective listening, conflict resolutions, and group-facilitation skills as a
team member.
8.9 Present program in a manner that reflects sensitivity to a multicultural and global
perspective.
8.10 Writes for publication, presents at conferences, and provides professional
development.
8.11 Works with colleagues to administer an effective learning climate within the school.
8.12 Is in regular attendance and is punctual.
Standard 9: Engages in Professional Development
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

Establishes priorities for professional growth.
Analyzes student performance to help identify professional development needs.
Solicits input from others in the creation of individual professional development plans.
Implements knowledge and skills acquired through on-going professional development.
Modifies own professional development plan to improve performance and to promote student learning.

Standard 10: Demonstrates Implementation of Technology
The guidance counselor uses technology to support instruction, access and manipulate data; enhance
professional growth and productivity; communicate and collaborate with colleagues, parents, and the
community; and conduct research.
10.1 Operates a multimedia computer and peripherals to install and use a variety of software.
10.2 Uses terminology related to computers and technology appropriately in written and verbal
communication.
10.3 Demonstrates knowledge of the use of technology in business, industry, and society.
10.4 Demonstrates basic knowledge of computer/peripheral parts and attends to simple connections and
installations
10.5 Creates multimedia presentations using scanners, digital cameras, and video cameras.
10.6 Uses the computer to do word processing, create databases and spreadsheets, access electronic mail
and the Internet, make presentations, and use other emerging technologies to enhance professional
productivity and support instruction.
10.7 Uses computers and other technologies such as interactive instruction, audio/video conferencing, and
other distance learning applications to enhance professional productivity and support instruction.
10.8 Requests and uses appropriate assistive and adaptive devices for students with special needs.
10.9 Designs lessons that use technology to address diverse student needs and learning styles.
10.10 Practices equitable and legal use of computers and technology in professional activities.
10.11 Facilitates the lifelong learning of self and others through the use of technology.
10.12 Explores, uses, and evaluates technology resources: software, applications, and related
documentation.
10.13 Applies research-based instructional practices that use computers and other technology.
10.14 Uses computers and other technology for individual, small group, and large group learning activities.
10.15 Uses technology to support multiple assessments of student learning.
10.16 Instructs and supervises students in the ethical and legal use of technology.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 1: Vision
An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating
the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision
of learning that is shared and supported by all the stakeholders.

A. Collaboratively develop and implement a shared vision and mission
B. Collect and use data to identify goals, assess organizational effectiveness,
and promote organizational learning
C. Create and implement plans to achieve goals
D. Promote continuous and sustainable improvement
E. Monitor and evaluate progress and revise plans

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

and engages in activities ensuring that:

NEEDS
GROWTH

Performances – The administrator facilitates processes

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 2: School Culture and Learning
An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating,
nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program
conducive to student learning and staff professional growth.

A. Nurture and sustain a culture of collaboration, trust, learning, and high
expectations
B. Create a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent curricular program
C. Create a personalized and motivating learning environment for students
D. Supervise instruction
E. Develop assessment and accountability systems to monitor student
progress
F. Develop the instructional and leadership capacity of staff
G Maximize time spent on quality instruction
H. Promote the use of the most effective and appropriate technologies to
support teaching and learning
I. Monitor and evaluate the impact of the instructional program

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

and engages in activities ensuring that:

NEEDS
GROWTH

Performances – The administrator facilitates processes

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 3. An education leader promotes the success of every student by
ensuring management of the organization, operations, and resources for a
safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

Performances – The administrator facilitates
processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

MET

SELF

A. Monitor and evaluate the management and operational systems
B.. Obtain, allocate, align and efficiently utilize human, fiscal and
technological resources
C. Promote and protect the welfare and safety of students and staff
D. Develop the capacity for distributed leadership
E.. Ensure teacher and organizational time is focused to support
quality instruction and student learning

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 4: Collaboration
An education leader promotes the success of all students by collaborating
with faculty and community members, responding to diverse community
interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources.

A. Collect and analyze data and information pertinent to the educational
environment
B. Promote understanding, appreciation, and use of the community’s diverse
cultural, social, and intellectual resources
C. Build and sustain positive relationships with families and caregivers
D. Build and sustain productive relationships with community partners

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and
engages in activities ensuring that:

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 5: Integrity, Fairness, Ethics
An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with
integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.
Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities
ensuing that:

A. Ensure a system of accountability for every student’s academic and social
success
B. Model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency and
ethical behavior
C. Safeguard the values of democracy, equity and diversity
D. Consider and evaluate the potential moral and legal consequences of
decision-making
E. Promote social justice and ensure that individual student needs inform all
aspects of schooling.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 6: Political, Economic, Legal
An education leader promotes the success of every student by understanding,
responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and
cultural context.

A. Advocate for children, families, and caregivers
B. Act to influence local, district, state, and national decisions affecting student
learning
C. Assess, analyze, and anticipate emerging trends and initiatives in order to
adapt leadership strategies

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

MET

engages in activities ensuring that:

NEEDS
GROWTH

SELF

MET

Performances – The administrator facilitates processes and

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—ADMINISTRATOR
BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION ISLLC STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Standard 7: The school administrator works collaboratively with central office
administration to implement and monitor district goals.

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

and engages in activities ensuring that:

NEEDS
GROWTH

Performances – The administrator facilitates processes

MET

SELF

1. Can articulate the district goals that affect their school.
2. Implements plan to address the district goals.
3. Aligns school goals with district goals.
4. Establishes a plan to monitor the effectiveness of school and district goals
5. Reports semi-annually on impact of district goals on school.
6. Is regular and punctual in attendance.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Signature of Evaluatee: _____________________________________ Date: _________________

Signature of Evaluator: _____________________________________ Date:_________________

Evaluatee’s signature indicates only that he/she has seen this form and been involved in its review. Signature of evaluatee
does not indicate agreement.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 1: Program Management, Research, and Evaluation

1.1 Defines needs and priorities.
1.2 Determines objectives
1.3 Communicates with the stakeholders, including school councils, about the design,
importance, and effectiveness of the program.
1.4 Organizes personnel, physical resources, and activities to accomplish needs,
priorities, and objectives specified by school plans.
1.5 Evaluates the program to assure its contribution to the school's mission and goals.
1.6 Uses information systems and technology.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 2: Developmental Guidance Curriculum

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Assesses the developmental need of students.
Addresses academic expectations and school-to-work initiatives.
Prepares students for successful transitions.
Evaluates the results of the curriculum's impact.
Modifies the curriculum as needed to continually meet the needs of students.
Guides individuals and groups of students through the development of educational
career plans.
2.7 Provides guidance for maximizing personal growth and development.
2.8 Teaches the school developmental guidance curriculum.
2.9 Assists teachers in the teaching of the guidance curriculum.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 3: Individual/Small Group Counseling

3.1

Provides a safe, confidential setting in which students present their needs and
concerns.
3.2 Promotes wellness.
3.3 Responds to crises.
3.4 Communicates empathy and understanding.
3.5 Utilizes a broad range of techniques and accepted theories appropriate to school
counseling.
3.6 Utilizes assessment tools, individual planning skills, and counseling to facilitate
informed choices (aptitude, interest, learning styles, academics, and careers).
3.7 Intervenes in problem/conflict situations and conducts follow-up sessions.
3.8 Respects and nurtures the uniqueness of each student.
3.9 Mediates classroom and student conflict.
3.10 Empowers students to develop and use their resources.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 4: Consultation/Collaboration

4.1 Consults with parents, faculty, staff, administrators, and others to enhance their
work with students.
4.2 Interprets relevant information concerning the developmental needs of students.
4.3 Reduces barriers to student learning through direct referred services.
4.4 Facilitates new student integration into the school environment.
4.5 Works with teachers to provide support for students in a crisis situation.
4.6 Interacts with school councils, school boards, Family Resource/Youth Service
Center Advisory Councils, and/or school committees.
4.7 Facilitates successful communication between and among teachers, parents,
teacher and students.
4.8 Works with teachers and administrators relevant to behavior management to
promote and support intervention strategies.
4.9 Consults with external community and professional resources.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 5: Coordination

5.1 Coordinates with school and community personnel, including school councils, to
provide resources for students.
5.2 Uses an effective referral process for assisting students and others to use special
programs and services.
5.3 Identifies community agencies for referral of students.
5.4 Maintains cooperative working relationships with community resources.
5.5 Facilitates successful transition from one level of education to the next, (i.e.,
elementary to middle).

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________

29

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 6: Assessment

EVALUATOR

SELF

6.1 Participates in the planning and evaluation of the district/school testing program.
6.2 Assesses, interprets and communicates learning results to students, faculty, parents,
and community with respect to aptitude, achievement, interests, temperaments and
learning styles.
6.3 Collaborates with staff concerning assessment of special needs students.
6.4Uses assessment results and other sources of student data in formulating student
career/graduation plans.
6.5Coordinates student records to ensure the confidentiality of assessment data.
6.6Provides orientation sessions for faculty, students, and parents regarding the
assessment program.

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 7: Adheres to Professional Standards

7.1 Adheres to professional codes of ethics of American Counseling Association,
American School Counseling Association, and the Code of Ethics adopted by the
Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board.
7.2 Adheres to federal/state laws and regulations related to education and child
protection.
7.3 Be responsible for the on-going professional development.
7.4 Acts in a role that clearly distinguishes him or her from any professional who
administers disciplinary action.
7.5 Be knowledgeable of the position statements of the American School Counselor
Association
7.6 Identifies activities that would be in conflict with the primary role of the school
counselor and to advocate for the best practices of the profession.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

Performance Evaluation—Guidance Counselor

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 8: Demonstrates Professional Leadership

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6

Builds positive relationships within and between school and community.
Promotes leadership potential in colleagues.
Participates in professional organizations and activities.
Writes and speaks effectively.
Guides the development of curriculum and instructional materials.
Participates in policy design and development at the local school, within
professional organizations, and/or within community organizations with
educationally related activities.
8.7 Initiates and develops educational projects and programs.
8.8 Practices effective listening, conflict resolutions, and group-facilitation skills as a
team member.
8.9 Present program in a manner that reflects sensitivity to a multicultural and global
perspective.
8.10 Writes for publication, presents at conferences, and provides professional
development
8.11 Works with colleagues to administer an effective learning climate within the
school.
8.12 Is in regular attendance and is punctual.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

Performance Evaluation—Guidance Counselor

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 9: Engages in Professional Development

9.1 Establishes priorities for professional growth.
9.2 Analyzes student performance to help identify professional development needs.
9.3 Solicits input from others in the creation of individual professional development
plans.
9.4 Implements knowledge and skills acquired through on-going professional
development.
9.5 Modifies own professional development plan to improve performance and to
promote student learning.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Standard 10: Demonstrates Implementation of Technology

10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6

10.7

10.8
10.9
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13
10.14
10.15
10.16

Operates a multimedia computer and peripherals to install and use a variety of
software.
Uses terminology related to computers and technology appropriately in written
and verbal communication.
Demonstrates knowledge of the use of technology in business, industry, and
society.
Demonstrates basic knowledge of computer/peripheral parts and attends to
simple connections and installations
Creates multimedia presentations using scanners, digital cameras, and video
cameras.
Uses the computer to do word processing, create databases and spreadsheets,
access electronic mail and the Internet, make presentations, and use other
emerging technologies to enhance professional productivity and support
instruction.
Uses computers and other technologies such as interactive instruction,
audio/video conferencing, and other distance learning applications to enhance
professional productivity and support instruction.
Requests and uses appropriate assistive and adaptive devices for students with
special needs.
Designs lessons that use technology to address diverse student needs and
learning styles.
Practices equitable and legal use of computers and technology in professional
activities.
Facilitates the lifelong learning of self and others through the use of
technology.
Explores, uses, and evaluates technology resources: software, applications, and
related documentation.
Applies research-based instructional practices that use computers and other
technology.
Uses computers and other technology for individual, small group, and large
group learning activities.
Uses technology to support multiple assessments of student learning.
Instructs and supervises students in the ethical and legal use of technology.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
10.1

MET

SELF

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

BASED UPON ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Signature of Evaluatee: _____________________________ Date: _______________
Signature of Evaluator: _____________________________ Date:_______________
Evaluatee’s signature indicates only that he/she has seen this form and been involved in its review.
Signature of evaluatee does not indicate agreement.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION—INSTRUCTIONAL COACH
STANDARD1: Assists teachers with implementing curriculum and planning instruction.

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Assists teacher in selecting appropriate materials, media, and
technologies for lesson presentation.
2. Assists teacher in selecting and including student activities that
address various student learning styles, intelligences, and skills
which are developmentally appropriate.
3. Assists teachers in planning activities that make effective use
of classroom instructional time.
4. Assists teachers in incorporating performance based
assessments for culminating events for units of study (Open
response questions, performance tasks, math portfolio entries,
writing suitable for portfolio inclusion)
5. Assists teachers in identifying and utilizing school and
community resources.
6. Assists teachers with designing instructional unit and student
activities that integrate reading, writing and oral communication
strategies.
7. Assists teachers in designing instruction that offers ―real
life/relevant‖ opportunities for students.
8. Assists teachers with involving all students in learning
opportunities.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 2: Facilitates Instructional Practices

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Helps teachers make meaningful connections between prior
practices and best instructional practices.
2. Communicates/displays specific desired results from activities
(high expectations)
3. Models appropriate use of technology.
4. Models appropriate questioning techniques.
5. Provides examples, practices and models processes to be using
in instruction.
6. Models multiple teaching/learning strategies and opportunities
for individual and cooperative learning experiences.
7. Identifies misconceptions, provides guidance, and offers
continuous feedback on progress toward outcomes and
expectations.
8. Demonstrates interpersonal/team membership skills and
responsible caring behavior with students in facilitating
instruction.
9. Adapts presentation to meet the professional growth needs of
staff.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 3: Assesses Learning and Instruction

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Systematically analyzes student products, assessment results,
and assignments regularly in order to assist with adjustments
in instructional delivery.
2. Accurately assesses student performance using the established
criteria and scoring guides consistent with Kentucky’s
assessment program.
3. Models the use of a variety of assessments, techniques and data
to evaluate student performance.
4. Assist staff in adjusting assessment and instructional
techniques for diversities.
5. Provides opportunities for staff analysis of student products.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 4: Reflects/Evaluates Teaching and Learning

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Accurately assesses, analyzes and communicates the
effectiveness of instruction and makes appropriate changes to
improve student learning.
2. Self assesses in order to determine future professional
development needs in instructional delivery.
3. Analyzes and evaluates the effects of learning experiences on
individuals and on the class as a whole through disaggregation of
data and makes appropriate changes to improve students learning.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: __________
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STANDARD 5: Collaborates with Colleagues, Parents, Students and Others

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Works with administrative teams and other school services
personnel to address the individual needs of students.
2. Identifies and participates in situations when and where
collaboration with others will enhance learning for students.
3. Articulates the purpose scope and outcomes of each
collaborative event.
4. Demonstrates productive leadership or team membership skills
that facilitate the development of mutually beneficial goals.
5. Demonstrates tolerance to alternative perspectives, suggestions
and options and encourage school, home, and community
engagement.
6. Demonstrates sensitivity to differences in abilities, modes of
contribution, and social and cultural backgrounds.
7. Interacts positively and works with peers, central office staff,
parents, and the school community in designing and implementing
instructional projects and activities.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 6: Exhibits Professionalism

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Self evaluates to identify needs for instructional improvement
and strives to improve instruction on a consistent basis.
2. Develops and reviews a professional growth plan congruent
with the school/district plan to expand his/her teaching
repertoire of best instructional practices.
3. Engages in relevant professional development activities and
follows through with implementation throughout the school.
4. Collaborates with colleagues on instructional strategies,
materials and information.
5. Meets professional expectations and responsibilities as
stipulated on the job description and performs other duties
consistent with contract/job responsibilities.
6. Upholds and models Kentucky’s School Personnel Code of
Ethics.
7. Follows school/district policies and procedures including
attendance, punctuality, timelines in performing professional
expectations and responsibilities.
8. Communicates distinctly and clearly through correct grammar
and pronunciation.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 7: Knowledge of Content

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Demonstrates a thorough academic knowledge of certified
content areas.
2. Connects knowledge of the certified academic areas to real life
situations and relevance to the students’ lives through a
multicultural/global perspective.
3. Integrates appropriate technology, manipulatives and
instruction of the certified content areas.
4. Interprets and communicates the discrete skills, processes and
concepts related to the core content in the certified academic areas
in order to address students’ learning styles and ability levels.
5. Develops, implements and revises standards based units of
study based on the district standards.
6. Works with teachers throughout content areas on articulating,
aligning and integrating an intentional curriculum.
7. Self assesses to determine areas for growth in content areas.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 8: Instructional Leadership – Facilitates, guides and supports the curriculum, instruction and
assessment of the school/district

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Communicates desired results by developing shared vision and
mission.
2. Applies concepts of curriculum, research, theory and design to
achieve districts standards relevant to the students’ lives
through a multicultural/ global perspective.
3. Obtains resources to carry out curricular, instructional and
extra-curricular practices.
4. Plans strategically.
5. Facilities and nurtures professional growth of staff.
6. Implements programs that promote and recognize individual
differences.
7. Successfully solves problems in accord with professional
ethics.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________
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STANDARD 9: Demonstrates technical knowledge and integration of technology.

DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

MET

EVALUATOR
DOES NOT
MEET

NEEDS
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

MET

SELF

1. Demonstrates technical skills and knowledge required to install,
use and maintain a variety of software and peripherals.
2. Engages in relevant professional development opportunities
based on identified needs in technological skills and follows
through with implementation in classroom and/or professional
activities.
3. Applies technological skills to enhance professional activities
and productivity.
4. Assists teachers in planning and implementing instruction
utilizing technology.
5. Helps teachers in designing lessons that allow student to
facilitate individual and group learning through technology
integration in instruction.

EVALUATOR

SELF

COMMENTS

Evaluatee Name: ___________________

School Year: ________

Signature of Evaluatee: _____________________________ Date: _______________
Signature of Evaluator: _____________________________ Date:_______________
Evaluatee’s signature indicates only that he/she has seen this form and been involved in its review.
Signature of evaluatee does not indicate agreement.
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COMPONENT II

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT/GROWTH
PLAN

45

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION)
NAME ____________________________ PROGRAM/SUBJECT/GRADE _____________
WORKSITE ____________________________________________________ DATE _______________
PERFORMANCE AREA: (check one)
_____ Enrichment Plan
_______ Standard 1 *
_______ Standard 2 *
_______ Standard 3 *
_______ Standard 4 *
_______ Standard 5 *
_______ Standard 6 *
_______ Standard 7*

_____ Corrective Action Plan
Standard Number :
_____
Performance Criteria: _____

* see ISLLC Standards and Performance for criteria

I.

SCHOOL GOAL ADDRESSED:

II.

OBJECTIVE:

PRESENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
_____ Awareness _____ Implementation
_____ Preparation _____ Refinement

DESIRED OUTCOME:
___ To acquire & apply knowledge, understanding, skills, & abilities to achieve stated goal.
____ To facilitate the learning of students consistent with challenging content and performance
standards.
____ Other

III.

ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

IV.

DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRESS
_____ Reflections
_____ Product
_____ Demonstration
_____ Observation

V.

TARGET DATE

EXPLAIN:

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE
_______________________________________
Approved: _____________________________
Date: __________________________________

46

VI.

MID-TERM PROGRESS CHECK

Evaluator's Comments:

VII.

EVIDENCE OF PROJECT COMPLETION:

VIII.

THE TARGET WAS:

EVALUATEE'S COMMENTS:

_____ Achieved ____Revised ____Continued

Evaluator's Comments:

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

47

DATE

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(Guidance Counselor Evaluation)
NAME _____________________________ PROGRAM/SUBJECT/GRADE ________________
WORKSITE _________________________________________ DATE _______________
PERFORMANCE AREA: (check one)
_____ Enrichment Plan
_____ Standard 1 *
_____ Standard 2 *
_____ Standard 3 *
_____ Standard 4 *
_____ Standard 5 *

_____ Standard 6 *
_____ Standard 7 *
_____ Standard 8 *
_____ Standard 9 *
_____ Standard 10 *

_____ Corrective Action Plan
Standard Number :
_____
Performance Criteria: _____
PRESENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
_____ Awareness
_____ Implementation
_____ Preparation _____ Refinement

* see Performance Criteria

V.

SCHOOL GOAL ADDRESSED:

VI.

OBJECTIVE:
DESIRED OUTCOME:

___ To acquire & apply knowledge, understanding, skills, & abilities to achieve stated goal.
___ To facilitate the learning of students consistent with challenging content and performance
standards.
___ Other

VII.

ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

VIII.

DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRESS
_____ Reflections
EXPLAIN:
_____ Product
_____ Demonstration
_____ Observation

V.

TARGET DATE

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE
_______________________________________

Approved: _____________________________
Date: __________________________________
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IX.

MID-TERM PROGRESS CHECK

Evaluator's Comments:

X.

EVIDENCE OF PROJECT COMPLETION:

XI.

THE TARGET WAS:

EVALUATEE'S COMMENTS:

_____ Achieved _____Revised _____Continued

Evaluator's Comments:

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE
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DATE

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(INSTRUCTIONAL COACH EVALUATION)
NAME ____________________________ PROGRAM/SUBJECT/GRADE _____________
WORKSITE ____________________________________________________ DATE _______________
PERFORMANCE AREA: (check one)

_____ Enrichment Plan

_______ Standard 1
_______ Standard 2
_______ Standard 3
_______ Standard 4
_______ Standard 5

_____ Corrective Action Plan
Standard Number :
_____
Performance Criteria: _____

________ Standard 5
________ Standard 6
________ Standard 7
________ Standard 8
________ Standard 9

IX.

SCHOOL GOAL ADDRESSED:

X.

OBJECTIVE:

PRESENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
_____ Awareness _____ Implementation
_____ Preparation _____ Refinement

DESIRED OUTCOME:
___ To acquire & apply knowledge, understanding, skills, & abilities to achieve stated goal.
____ To facilitate the learning of students consistent with challenging content and performance
standards.
____ Other

XI.

ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

XII.

DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRESS
_____ Reflections
_____ Product
_____ Demonstration
_____ Observation

V.

TARGET DATE

EXPLAIN:

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE
_______________________________________
Approved: _____________________________
Date: __________________________________
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XII.

MID-TERM PROGRESS CHECK

Evaluator's Comments:

XIII.

EVIDENCE OF PROJECT COMPLETION:

XIV.

THE TARGET WAS:

EVALUATEE'S COMMENTS:

_____ Achieved ____Revised ____Continued

Evaluator's Comments:

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE
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DATE

COMPONENT III
Optional

PORTFOLIO ENTRIES

52

Carroll County Public Schools

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH RECORD
20__ TO 20__
For
________________________________

SCHOOL___________

All in-service activities meeting contractual in-service days (4) must be recorded below. This will include approved in-district workshops, Ohio Valley
Educational Cooperative (OVEC) workshops, or special workshops having in-service approval. Other activities to be recorded (but not contractual) will
include courses for degree work or certification renewal, further skill development, or special interest activities/events.
ACTIVITY TITLE

* ROLE: C = Coordinator/Leader/Organizer

SPONSOR/INSTITUTION/GROUP

T = Teacher/Speaker

ROLE*

DATE/LOCATION

P = Participant in Group

** INSERVICE UNITS: By contract, a certified employee must earn a minimal 8 inservice units (4 inservice days) each
year. An inservice unit is defined as three contact hours in a workshop or district approved program.
No more than two units (1 day) can be earned within a 24 hour period.

53

INSERVICE
UNITS

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH RECORD
20__ TO 20__
This is a record of personal involvement in professional development activities maintained for each employee. All activities which contribute to
professional growth are listed, such as: small group seminars; State and national conferences and meetings; hands-on workshops; subject matter
enrichment; travel; committees within District and the State: professional organizations (membership and offices held); readings (non-fiction, fiction);
publications; etc. This record is placed in the employee's Personnel File in the Central Office and needs to be as complete as possible.
ACTIVITY TITLE

SPONSOR/INSTITUTION/GROUP

ROLE*

DATE/SEASON/MONTH/LOCATION

REVIEWED BY:

______________________________
Employee

______________________________
Director of Instruction

_______________
Date

_______________
Date

______________________________
Immediate Supervisor

______________________________
Superintendent

54

_______________
Date

_______________
Date

COMPONENT IV
EVALUATION
SUMMARY

55

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR ADMINISTRATORS
(This summarizes all the formative evaluation data, including professional growth/development activities, and other documentation since last
summative evaluation.)
Evaluatee______________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator__________________________________________ Position____________________________________
School_________________________________________________________________________________________

Administrator Standards:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Meets

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation,
implementation and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared
and supported by the school community.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by advocating, nurturing, and sustaining a
school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning
and staff professional growth.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by ensuring management of the organization,
operations, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective
learning environment.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by collaborating with families and community
members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and
mobilizing community resources.
The administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success
of all students by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical
manner.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by understanding, responding to, and
influencing the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural
context.
The school administrator works collaboratively with central office
administrators to implement and monitor district goals.

District Standards:
Needs Growth
Does Not Meet

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

______

_____

*Any rating in the “needs growth” column requires the development of a Growth Plan.
Any rating in the “does not meet” column requires the development of an Individual Corrective Action Plan.

Evaluatee’s Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator’s Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To be signed after all information above has been completed and discussed. The evaluatee’s signature indicates only that the evaluatee has reviewed the
“Summative Evaluation for Administrators,” in conference with the evaluator.
Evaluatee signature: _____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Evaluator’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
Superintendent’s signature:_________________________________________________ Date:____________________________

Certified employees must make their appeals to this summative evaluation within five working days of receipt of the evaluation. This is in
accordance with 704 KAR 3:345 Sections 7, 8, 9, and the local district plan.
Employment Recommendation to Central Office

____
____
____

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___
I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION.
I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*
* Proper documentation is available
____Eligible for Limited Contract
_____Eligible to begin Continuing Contract
_____On Continuing Contract
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SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
(This summarizes all the formative evaluation data, including professional growth/development activities, and other
documentation since last summative evaluation.)
Evaluatee______________________________________________ Grade/Content Area_____________________________
Evaluator______________________________________________ Position________________________________________
School_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Observation(s) 1st ________________ 2nd ______________ 3rd ________________ 4th _______________
Date(s) of Conference(s)

1st ________________ 2nd ______________ 3rd ________________ 4th _______________

Guidance Counselor Standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Meets

Program Management, Research, and Evaluation
Developmental Guidance Curriculum
Individual/Small Group Counseling
Consultation/Collaboration
Coordination
Assessment
Adheres to Professional Standards
Demonstrates Professional Leadership
Engages in Professional Development
Demonstrates Implementation of Technology

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

District Standards:
Needs Growth
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Does Not Meet
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

*Any rating in the ―does not meet‖ or ―needs growth‖ column requires the development of an Individual Corrective Action Plan.

Evaluatee’s Comments: (may be attached)__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator’s Comments: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To be signed after all information above has been completed and discussed. The evaluatee’s signature indicates only that the evaluatee has reviewed the summative
evaluation for guidance counselors, in conference with the administrator.
Evaluatee’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Evaluator’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
I have had opportunity to review the formative documentation and to provide input. I concur with the evaluator’s assessment.
________________________________________ Primary Evaluator

Certified employees must make their appeals to this summative evaluation within five working days of receipt of the evaluation. This is in
accordance with 704 KAR 3:345 Sections 7, 8, 9, and the local district plan.

Employment Recommendation to Central Office

____
____
____

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___
I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION.
I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*
* Proper documentation is available
____Eligible for Limited Contract
_____Eligible to begin Continuing Contract
_____On Continuing Contract
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SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR INSTRUCTIONAL COACH
(This summarizes all the formative evaluation data, including professional growth/development activities, and other
documentation since last summative evaluation.)
Evaluatee______________________________________________ Grade/Content Area_____________________________
Evaluator______________________________________________ Position________________________________________
School_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Observation(s) 1st ________________ 2nd ______________ 3rd ________________ 4th _______________
Date(s) of Conference(s)

1st ________________ 2nd ______________ 3rd ________________ 4th _______________

Instructional Coach Standards:

Meets

1. Assists teachers with implementing curriculum and planning
instruction.
2. Facilitates instructional practices
3. Assesses learning and instruction
4. Reflects/evaluates teaching and learning
5. Collaborates with colleagues, parents, students and others
6. Exhibits professionalism
7. Knowledge of content
8. Instructional leadership – facilitates, guides and supports the curriculum,
instruction and assessment of the school/district.
9. Demonstrates technical knowledge and integration of technology.

District Standards:
Needs Growth

Does Not Meet

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____

_____
_____

_____
_____

*Any rating in the ―does not meet‖ or ―needs growth‖ column requires the development of an Individual Corrective Action Plan.

Evaluatee’s Comments: (may be attached)__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator’s Comments: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To be signed after all information above has been completed and discussed. The evaluatee’s signature indicates only that the evaluatee has reviewed the summative
evaluation for guidance counselors, in conference with the administrator.
Evaluatee’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Evaluator’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
I have had opportunity to review the formative documentation and to provide input. I concur with the evaluator’s assessment.
________________________________________ Primary Evaluator

Certified employees must make their appeals to this summative evaluation within five working days of receipt of the evaluation. This is in
accordance with 704 KAR 3:345 Sections 7, 8, 9, and the local district plan.

Employment Recommendation to Central Office

____
____
____

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___
I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION.
I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*
* Proper documentation is available
____Eligible for Limited Contract
_____Eligible to begin Continuing Contract
_____On Continuing Contract
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COMPONENT V

GOALS
For Next Evaluation Cycle
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______________________________________________________________________________
Name of Administrator
Position

GOALS FOR 200__ - 200__ EVALUATION CYCLE
As a result of the 200___ - 200___ evaluation, the following goals have been identified for focus in the
200___ - 200___ evaluation cycle. It is understood that the goals are not limited to these.

Goal I:________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Goal II:_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Goal III:_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________
Evaluator’s Signature

________________________________________
Evaluatee’s Signature

____________________________________
Date

________________________________________
Date
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Certified Personnel Evaluation Plan
Timelines Summary
Activity:

No later than:

Plan Orientation of Certified Personnel Plan

No later than end of first (1st) school month

Informal Observation Documentation (1st)

At least one no later than post-ob conference

Pre-Observation Conference

No later than three days prior to fall formative
observation

Formative Observation

No later than November 21

Post-Observation Conference

No later than five (5) working days following
formative evaluation

PD/Growth Plan

No later than November 26 or post-observation
conference
(Note: Most enrichment PD/Growth Plans are
developed in the Spring prior to the beginning
of the school year for staff on continuing
employment and may be modified at this time:
Corrective Action Plans must be developed for
any standard marked ―Does Not Meet‖ on the
formative observation form and can be
developed at any time.)

Eval. Status Schedule to Central Office

No later than November 30

Corrective Action Plans

Throughout the Year

PD/Growth Plan Progress Check

January

Informal Observ. Documentation (2d)

No later than Post-Observation Spring Conf.

Pre-Observation Conference

No later than three days prior to spring
formative observation

Spring Formative Observation (2d)

No later than April 8

Post-Observation Conference

No later than five (5) work days following
formative observation

Additional Pre/Observation/Post

Throughout year for newly identified/continued
problems

Summative Evaluation Conference

No later than April 15

Appeal of Evaluation

Within five (5) working days of receipt of
summative evaluation

Evaluation forms to be submitted to Central Office No later than April 21
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CERTIFIED PERSONNEL EVALUATION
"Evaluation" means the process of assessing or determining the effectiveness of the performance of
the certified employee in a given teaching and learning or leadership and management situation,
based on predetermined criteria, through periodic observation and other documentation such as
portfolios, peer reviews, products and performances. Evaluation shall also include the establishment
and monitoring of a professional growth plan. (704 KAR 3:345)
Evaluation is to promote the continuation of professional competence, to identify areas for
professional growth and to assist in making personnel decisions. The purpose of performance
appraisal is to improve instruction, curriculum, assessment and other professional responsibilities.
All staff will be in adherence to the professional code of ethics.
There will be an equal number of teachers and administrators to review the evaluation plan.
Summative evaluation – means the summary of, and conclusion from, all evaluation data, including
formative evaluation data that: (a) Occurs at the end of an evaluation cycle; and (b) Includes a
conference between the evaluator and the evaluated certified employee, and a written evaluation
report.
Formative evaluation – means a continuous cycle of collecting evaluation information and
interacting and providing feedback with suggestions regarding the certified employee’s professional
growth and performance.

Legal Basis
The district evaluation plan will be in compliance with KRS 156.101, 156.557, 704 KAR 3:345,
Carroll County Board Policy 03.18.

Evaluation Schedule
All administrators are evaluated annually by the superintendent or designated staff member who has
been trained to do administrative evaluations. A portfolio-based procedure outlined in the second
section may be used in administrative evaluations with the exception of the principal intern. The
principal internship process may substitute for the formative process with the local summative
instrument being used.
All certified personnel on LIMITED (non-tenured) contract are evaluated annually using multiple
observations. The procedures established by the Kentucky Teacher Internship Program(KTIP) will
be separate from the evaluation process of teacher interns. However, the KTIP observations can be
used as formative observations for the purpose of the evaluation cycle. KTIP teachers will follow
the same timeline as all other LIMITED contract employees.
An evaluation of each educator on CONTINUING (tenured) contract is scheduled for every third
year; however, it can be conducted at any point in time where performance of any educator is
outstanding and written recognition is desirable or when performance indicates that improvement is
needed.
The immediate supervisor of the certified employee is the primary evaluator. At the request of a
teacher, observations by other teachers trained in the teacher’s content area or curriculum content
specialists may be incorporated into the formative process for evaluating teachers. Additional
trained administrative personnel, such as the assistant principal or instructional supervisor, may be
used to observe and provide information to the primary evaluator. The selection of the third-party
observer shall, if possible, be determined through mutual agreement by evaluator an evaluatee. A
teacher who exercises this option shall do so, in writing to the evaluator, by no later than February
15 of the academic year in which the summative evaluation occurs. If the evaluator and evaluatee
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have not agreed upon the selection of the third-party observer within five (5) working days of the
teacher’s written request, the evaluator shall select the third party administrator.
Itinerant teachers will be assigned to a principal by the Superintendent. The evaluator of an
itinerant teacher will seek and utilize information and documentation provided by the staff
member's other supervisor/s.
The local board of education will annually evaluate the superintendent as indicated in the approved
evaluation plan. The Superintendent will develop a growth plan pursuant to KRS 156.111.

Plan Overview
During any year in which a teacher is evaluated there will be a minimum of two (2) observations,
documentation of two (2) informal observations, and a professional growth/development plan. The
summative evaluation may be based upon formal (specific performance-based criteria) and
informal data (attendance records, overall evaluation documentation), non-observed data
(staff/student/parent/community comments or correspondence), and artifact data (committee work,
portfolio entries, awards or achievements) collected since the last summative evaluation. These
should be documented (written) and a copy given to the certified staff member at the time. They
may then be introduced/discussed in the formative conferences.

Confidentiality
Every effort must be made to keep the evaluation process confidential between the designated
parties. Indiscriminate talk, conjecture or comparison of evaluations on the part of the evaluatee or
administrator could be detrimental to the individual and to the process of education in the school
district. It is not the desire of the district to reflect publicly on the employee's status with the school
district.

Forms
Timetable............................No later than August 15
Evaluation Forms should be sent to school principals and program coordinators from the Office of
Assistant Superintendent.
Those forms should include for each teacher or Library Media Specialist (see appendix for forms):
+ two(2)sets Pre-observation Data Sheets,
+ one(1)set of evaluation standards & performance criteria
+ two (2) sets Observation Instruments,
+ a Professional Growth/Development Plan, and a
+ Summative Evaluation form
In addition, a Procedural Checklist, a list of faculty scheduled for evaluation, an orientation "signoff" form and an evaluation status tracking report will be enclosed for organizational purposes.
The individual staff files should be the depository of documentation (from positive feedback to
notes of concern) which will be discussed during the post- observation conference.

Plan Orientation
Timetable................Within one month of reporting for employment
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Each primary evaluator shall meet with all his/her certified school personnel at the first faculty
meeting for the purpose of going over the teacher evaluation process. At this time the evaluator
shall:
+ check to see if each teacher received a copy of his/her job description;
+ explain the purposes of evaluation;
+ clarify expectations; and
+ discuss the process, performance criteria and forms on which teachers are to be evaluated.
Staff should be made aware that anytime the evaluator is present in the line of duty, an informal
observation may be occurring. Certified staff should sign an attendance roster.

Informal Observation Documentation
Timetable.....At least one no later than-fall post-observation conference
Document an informal observation in the performance of duty of no less than 5 minutes duration in
order to collect information to support the performance criteria listed on the Evaluation Criteria
formative evaluation form. This may include, but is not limited to, extracurricular activities,
committee work, interaction with parents, hall duty or other assigned duties, and interpersonal
relations. These shall be conducted openly and with the full knowledge of the evaluatee. A postobservation conference will not be required following an informal observation. However, all
written documentation will be discussed in the post-observation conference.

Pre-Observation Conference
Timetable............No later than three days prior to fall observation
The evaluator will hold a pre-observation conference prior to an agreed upon observation date. The
evaluatee and evaluator should establish open communication and a relationship conducive to
improving class instruction. The evaluator, at a minimum, needs to: provide the teacher a copy of
the ―Evaluation Standards & Performance Criteria‖ sheet, discuss the criteria with the evaluatee,
give the evaluatee a copy of the pre-observation form, inform the teacher if scripting a lesson or
segment of lesson is planned, and to set date and time for a post-formative observation conference.
The teacher needs to know the pre-observation form should be returned at least one day in advance
of the observation so that the observer can analyze the form and get a clear understanding of the
lesson to be observed.

Formative Observation
Timetable............................. No later than Nov. 21
The administrator completes the first formal observation (a class period lasting not less than 30
minutes nor more than one hour) of evaluatee. The major objective of the formative observation is
to gather information related to the performance criteria rather than to make judgments.

Post-Observation Conference
Timetable........No later than five (5) work days following formative observation
THE POST-CONFERENCE FOLLOWING THE FORMATIVE OBSERVATION OF EACH
EVALUATEE MUST BE HELD WITHIN FIVE (5) WORK DAYS OF THE FORMAL
OBSERVATION as specified in 704 KAR 3:345.
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(Note: An additional observation will need to be scheduled if the time mandate has not been met.)
At the post-observation conference, the criteria from the formative evaluation document, is
reviewed. The evaluator may share his/her notes and identify special strengths or identify specific
areas of performance which need special attention. Any additional informal, non-observed, and/or
artifact data is discussed. Written documentation should note items discussed. The form is signed
and dated by both educator and administrator indicating the information has been gone over and
discussed.
Certified staff members shall have an opportunity for a written response to any phase of the
evaluation process and may elect to complete the designated section on or attach to the observation
form. Each keeps a copy of this formative evaluation document and the administrator retains the
original copy to submit to the superintendent along with the summative evaluation. The formative
data collection process cannot be appealed at this time.

Professional Growth/Development Plan
Timetable......................No later than November 26 or 5 work days following formative
observation
A "Professional Growth/Development Plan" means a plan whereby the person being evaluated
establishes goals for enrichment or, with the evaluator determines areas requiring improvement and
the assistance of the evaluator is identified.
The individualized plan includes identification of the school goal/s to be addressed, objectives, and
the desired outcome, a plan of activities for achieving the objective/s and method for documenting
success.
The individualized growth plan shall be aligned with specific goals and objectives of the school
consolidated and professional development plans. The growth plan shall foster professional growth
and should be developed by the evaluator and evaluatee during the post-observation conference
which follows the first formal observation.

Enrichment/Corrective Action Plans
The professional development/growth plan may be an enrichment plan or corrective action plan:
Enrichment Plans
Enrichment professional development/growth goals should be in alignment with school goals. The
activities are to be designed to assist the teacher/administrator in attaining a higher skill level
(awareness, implementation, application, refinement.) The evaluatee may opt to use this form as
part of the professional development process where it may be subject to peer review. Activities
may be collaborative in nature.
All activities will be documented through reflections, final
products (may include portfolio), performances, or observations by peers/principal/or supervisor.
Only one goal is required although more than one goal may be addressed if desired or needed. A
separate form should be filled out for each goal that is established. The administrator and the
evaluatee each keep a copy of the completed form and the administrator retains the original copy to
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submit to the superintendent's office with the summative evaluation. The administrator should
make progress checks on each Professional Growth Plan during the mid-year progress check and
will evaluate attainment of each goal during the post-conference in the spring. (The Professional
Growth/Development Plan should also be used with educators not being evaluated in a given year,
but the timeline for the plan could be different at the discretion of the immediate supervisor.)
Corrective Action Plans
Any formative observation performance criteria standard marked ―Does Not Meet‖ requires the
immediate development of an individual corrective action plan. Any performance criteria standard
marked "Needs Growth" requires the evaluator and evaluatee to develop a growth plan. A Growth
Plan addressing each criterion in which the staff member ―Needs Growth‖ should be collaboratively
developed by the evaluator and evaluatee.
The purpose of a corrective action plan continues to be the positive goal of improving instruction.
Documented deficiencies are to be discussed in the formative evaluation post-observation
conference of staff members who do not ―meet‖ performance standards. (In order to keep the
evaluation process confidential, this plan may not be used as part of the Professional Development
process where other staff may have access to the form.)
The specific areas needing improvement as outlined in the corrective action plan should be
continually monitored by the evaluator, and the employee should be given documented progress
reports by the evaluator. An objective record of the multiple remediation conferences and activities
should be kept on the Corrective Action log form. The Corrective Action Log form is provided as a
means to keep the records.

Developing a Plan
Steps in developing a corrective action plan/or a growth plan should include the following:
+ Determine the performance area for growth using one or more of
the following-evaluation data, consolidated
plan/school or district goals, or other goals;
+ Clearly specify the criteria to be addressed;
+ Utilize criteria descriptors to develop the growth objective;
+ Identify present stage of development;
+ Determine activities/procedures, how they will be documented,
and target date/s for activity completion which will allow the
employee ample opportunity to demonstrate progress and
achievement of goals as well as formal re-evaluation have been
established.
The evaluatee's signature on the form indicates only that he/she is aware of the objectives that have
been set for achievement.
The evaluator or evaluatee may request and have included in the plan for improvement any of the
following:
1. Direct assistance by the principal, instructional supervisor, department head and
subject teachers;
2. Development of written objectives for improvement;
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grade-level or

3. Suggestions and assistance from other appropriate instructional sources;
4. Professional growth assignments [and/or classes];
5. Visitation by evaluatee to other classrooms for observation; and
6. Assistance by an individual who will work closely with the staff member in question. He/She
should be trained in the KTIP process, peer coaching, or other similar program which includes
training in observation/data collection techniques, data analysis, conferencing, and evaluation
report writing. The individual, who may make observations and conference with the teacher,
operates independently of the evaluator and his/her work is not used in any way by the evaluator.
Teacher Technology Standards
The new Standard for Technology developed by the Kentucky Educational Professional Standards
Board became effective October 1999. The standard underscores the need for teachers to integrate
technology at the classroom level.
An assessment instrument has been developed to assist teachers in the development of a
Professional Development and/or growth plan that addresses teacher needs in the area of
technology. (see Developing a Plan).
Beginning with 2001-02 school year, beginning teachers must demonstrate the ability to implement
technology to receive initial accreditation during the KTIP process. Experienced teachers will
demonstrate competencies in technology through the Carroll County Evaluation System.

EVALUATION STATUS SYSTEM REPORT
Timetable........................................November 30
The evaluator submits a copy of the Evaluation Tracking System report to the superintendent’s
office no later than November 30. Individuals assigned by the Superintendent will audit the
evaluation records at the schools for following of evaluation procedures, including the meeting of
deadlines.

Professional Growth/Development Progress Check
Timetable............................................January
A written mid-year ―reflections‖ is required. At this time, the original objectives (which may have
been developed the previous spring) may be revised along with corresponding activities and
timelines. Additional objectives may be included if documented situations arise that call for
immediate attention.

Informal Observation/s Documentation
Timetable..........at least one no later than spring post observation conference
Two (2) to four (4) informal observations of the evaluatee should be documented during the year in
order to collect information to support the performance criteria listed on the Performance-based
Evaluation Criteria formative evaluation form. A post-observation conference will not be required
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following an informal observation. However, all written documentation will be discussed in the
post-observation conference.

Pre-Observation Conference
Timetable...................No later than three days prior to spring observation
The conference should be conducted similar to the procedures established for the fall preobservation conference.
If the corrective action growth plan process and data continue to indicate the employee's summative
evaluation may be an unsatisfactory assessment, the evaluator should notify the evaluatee that
serious problems remain and that he/she will receive an unsatisfactory evaluation if an acceptable
level of performance is not demonstrated by the final formative evaluation which will likely lead to
dismissal proceedings.

Spring Formative Observation
Timetable.....................No later than April 8
The administrator again completes observation of evaluatee based upon standards’ criteria.

Post-Observation Conference
Timetable...............No later than 5 work days following formative observation
Other data as well as attainment of each of the professional growth plan goals/activities should be
discussed in the post-conference which follows within five working days of the observation. The
second formative evaluation instrument should be reviewed, discussed, signed and dated by
educator and administrator. Each keeps a copy and the administrator also retains the original copy
to submit to the superintendent with the summative evaluation.
During the post-conference following the formative observation in the spring, the evaluator should
assess attainment of each goal in the evaluatee's professional growth/development plan which was
filled out in the fall.
If extra time is needed for completion of the professional growth plan activities, the teacher is
responsible for providing the evaluator with written documentation of goal/objectives attainment
completed after the evaluation summative conference date. An additional conference will be
scheduled only if deemed necessary by the evaluator.

Newly-identified Problems
If an awareness of problems is initially noted during the fact-finding stage beyond the first
formative classroom observation or during the Growth Plan process, the evaluator should
immediately schedule an additional pre-conference/observation/post-conference session and
implement a corrective action plan. The teacher should have reasonable time allocated in order to
attain success. If time doesn't permit, the process should be picked up at the beginning of the next
school year.

Continued Problems
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Should the last formative evaluation continue to reveal problems with an employee's performance
who has been working under a corrective action plan, a conference should be scheduled to review
written observations, evaluations, and other documentation and plan future action with the
superintendent. The school board attorney should be consulted to assure adherence to the state's
legal requirements.

Educators Not Planning to Return
Timetable...........................................March 31
An educator not planning to return notifies the superintendent of intent.

Summative Evaluation/Conference
Timetable.............................No later than April 15
Following the formative evaluation spring post-conference, the administrator should schedule a
summative conference. The conference shall focus on data collected in and out of the
classroom/program. The evaluator should complete and review the Summative Evaluation
including the Immediate supervisor's recommendation with each person evaluated. The
recommendation will be either (a) re-employ (b) re-employ with work under a corrective action
plan and an additional summative evaluation scheduled the following year or (c) not recommended
for re-employment.
The form is signed and dated by the evaluatee and the evaluator. (If the evaluator is someone other
than the primary evaluator, the building principal will also sign the form.) Each keeps a copy, and
the evaluator retains the original to submit to the superintendent.

Evaluation Standards
The Summative Evaluation form must be supported by the formative documentation. The
evaluatee must meet all of the ten standards indicated on the spring formative Performance-based
Criteria evaluation instrument in order to receive a ―Meets District Standards" marking on the
summative.
An employee who receives a negative evaluation and a recommendation for termination of
employment following extensive work with a corrective action plan will be sent a termination
letter by the superintendent. The evaluatee will have ten (10) working days in which to respond.

Appeal of Evaluation
In accordance with Board policy 03.18 – Any certified employee who believes that he or she was
not fairly evaluated on the summative evaluation may appeal to the panel within five (5) working
days of the receipt of the evaluation. The certified employee may review any evaluation material
related to him/her. Reasonably in advance, both the evaluator and the evaluatee shall be given the
opportunity to review documents to be given to the hearing committee, and they may have
representation of their choosing.
Appeal may be made regarding the substance or procedures during the evaluation process.
Professional judgmental conclusions of evaluations may not be appealed. Any employee wishing to
appeal their evaluation must follow outline provided by Procedure 03.18 AP.11.
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The following key components of due process will be examined in the review of the certified
employee evaluation: impartiality, consistency, fairness, follow-through, careful documentation,
contractual compliance, and use of progressive discipline steps.

Evaluation Forms to be Submitted to Central Office
Timetable...........................................April 21

Evaluators should check to be sure that the forms are filled out completely and that they are all
signed and dated. The evaluator should submit the following forms to the superintendent:

On All Educators Evaluated:
Fall Formative Observation Instrument
Spring Formative Observation Instrument
Professional Growth/Development Plan
Summative Evaluation for Teachers
On All Educators Under Administrator's Supervision:
Immediate Supervisor's Employment Recommendation
Professional Growth/Development Plan
Supportive data for the evaluation should be retained by the evaluator for at least three years
following each summative evaluation. All original forms and supporting documentation should be
sent to the Central Office for a staff member for whom non-renewal or termination of employment
has been recommended.

Non-Renewal Notification
Timetable...........................................April 30
Notification is given to the educator by the superintendent whose contract is not being renewed,
according to KRS 161.750.

Date Revised: On Front Cover
School:
Date:
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EVALUATION ORIENTATION
STAFF ATTENDANCE
1.

23.

2.

24.

3.

25.

4.

26.

5.

27.

6.

28.

7.

29.

8.

30.

9.

31.

10.

32.

11.

33.

12

34.

13.

35.

14.

36.

15.

37.

16.

38.

17.

39.

18.

40.

19.

41.

20.

42.

21.

43.

22.

44.
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Teacher Standard 1
Demonstrates Applied Content Knowledge: The teacher demonstrates a current sufficient academic
knowledge of certified content areas to develop student knowledge and performances in those areas.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

1.1 Communicates concepts, processes, and
knowledge.
Lesson plans
Curriculum maps
Presentations (PowerPoint)
Notes of lecture
Instructional selections (age appropriate)
Uses critical core content vocabulary
words
1.3 Demonstrates instructional strategies that are
appropriate for content and contribute to student
learning
Lesson plans
Instructional materials appropriate for
content/age
Addresses multiple learning styles
Demonstrates during formal and informal
observations
Curriculum maps
Uses critical core content vocabulary
words
Engaging activities
Activating prior knowledge

_____ Does Not Meet

1.2 Connects content to life experiences of
students.
Demonstrates during observations of
content delivery
Lesson plans showing real world
applications
Hands on activities, learning labs, projects,
learning demonstrated by students
Learning applied outside school context
Connects to other contents when available
1.4 Guides students to understand content from
various perspectives
Lesson plans
Instructional materials and strategies
Identifies and explains diverse,
multicultural, and global perspectives
during observations
Curriculum maps

1.5 Identifies and addresses students’
misconceptions of content.
Lesson plans
Activating prior knowledge
Documentation identifying misconceptions
Instructional Strategies (Questioning, KWL)

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 2
Designs/Plans Instruction: The teacher designs/plans instruction that develops student abilities to use
communication skills, apply core concepts, become self sufficient individuals, become responsible team
members, think and solve problem and integrate knowledge.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

_____ Does Not Meet

2.1 Develops significant objectives aligned with
standards
Lesson plans with objectives and core
content clearly identified
Pre-observation form
Pre/post conference
Skill checklists
Core Content is posted

2.2 Uses contextual data to design instruction
relevant to students
Formal and informal observations
Prior knowledge
Pre Assessments

2.3 Plans assessments to guide instruction and
measure learning objectives

2.4 Plans instructional strategies and activities that
address learning objectives for all students

Develops common assessments
Student work products
Lesson plans
Curriculum maps
Assessment binder
Evidence of retests
Evidence of assessment data
Data team meetings
2.5 Plans instructional strategies and activities that
facilitate multiple levels of learning
Lesson plans with objectives and core
content
Lesson plans documenting differentiation
Formal and informal observations
Assessments
Student products
Activities
Task Rotations
Adapting materials

Lesson plans
Formal and informal observations
Curriculum maps
Instructional materials
Engaging activities
Team planning
Higher order thinking skills

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 3:
Creates/Maintains Learning Climate: The teacher creates a learning climate that supports the
development of student abilities to use communication skills, apply core concepts, become self-sufficient
individuals, become responsible team members, think and solve problems, and integrate knowledge.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

3.1 Communicates high expectations
Rubrics
Student work
Communication tools (email, letters,
syllabi,….)
Behavior expectations
Lesson objectives
3.3 Values and supports student diversity and
addresses individual needs
Lesson plans (Differentiated Instruction,
Modifications, Re-Teaching, Formative
Assessments)
Student work w/feedback
Curriculum maps
3.5 Provides a safe environment for learning
Classroom rules/procedures followed
Room free of clutter
Active engagement by all students
Appropriate interactions by staff and
students

_____ Does Not Meet

3.2 Establishes a positive learning environment
Classroom rules developed
3:1 positive interaction w/students
Classroom rules/procedures followed
Positive talk w/parents, student and staff
Room free of clutter
Student work posted w/feedback
Active engagement by all students
3.4 Fosters mutual respect between teacher and
students and among students
Model appropriate behavior/interaction
Treats all students w/respect
Letters
Email
Classroom management techniques

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 4:
Implements/manages instruction: The teacher introduces/implements/manages instruction that
develops student abilities to use communication skills, apply core concepts, become self-sufficient
individuals, become responsible team members, think and solve problems.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

4.1 Uses a variety of instructional strategies that
align with learning objectives and actively engage
students.
Curriculum maps
Lesson plans
Student work
Rubrics
Student questions
Student participation in lesson
4.3 Uses time effectively
Lesson plans
Team agenda/minutes
Meets deadlines for tasks
Data team agenda/minutes
Team meeting agenda/minutes

_____ Does Not Meet

4.2 Implements instruction based on diverse
student needs and assessment data
Curriculum maps
Lesson plans
Formative assessment data
Data team minutes
Student work
4.4 Uses space and materials effectively
Orderly classroom
Lesson plans
Student work
Use of technology

4.5 Implements and manages instruction in ways
that facilitate higher-order thinking
Lesson Plans
Student work
Rubrics
Questioning techniques
Modeling
Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 5:
Assesses and communicates Learning Results: The teacher assesses learning and communicates results to
students and others with respect to student abilities to use communication skills, apply core concepts,
become self-sufficient individuals, become responsible team members, think and solve problems, and
integrate knowledge.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

_____ Does Not Meet

5.1 Uses Pre-Assessments
Curriculum maps
Lesson plans
Pre-assessment
Student work
Data team meetings/agenda

5.2 Uses Formative Assessment
Curriculum maps
Lesson plans
Formative assessment data
Data team minutes/agenda
Student work

5.3 Uses Summative Assessment

5.4 Describes, analyzes, and evaluates student
performance data.
Data team agenda/minutes
ESS referrals/RTI/Special Ed
Assessment results
Mastery charts
Lesson plans
Report cards/Progress reports
5.6 Allows opportunity for student self-assessment

Lesson plans
Data team agenda/minutes
Grade book/anecdotal records
Student work
Rubrics/scoring guides
5.5 Communicates learning results to students and
parents.
Lesson plans
Student work
Rubrics
Questioning techniques
Modeling
Report cards/Progress reports

Student work
Student journal
Student scored rubric/scoring guide
Student conference notes
Team meeting agenda/minutes

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 6:
Demonstrates Implementation of Technology: The teacher uses technology to support instruction; access
and manipulate data; enhance professional growth and productivity; communicate and collaborate with
colleagues, parents and the community and conduct research.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

_____ Does Not Meet

6.1 Uses available technology to design and plan
instruction
Lesson plans
Student work
Scoring guides/rubrics
Blogs
PowerPoint presentations

6.2 Uses available technology to implement
instruction that facilitates student learning
Websites
Lesson plans to include: voki’s,
pod/vodcast, video conferencing,
smartboards, Turning Point clickers,
airliners, digital storytelling, digital
cameras
Student work
Scoring guides/rubrics
Moodle page

6.3 Integrates student use of available technology
into instruction
Student work/projects/presentations
Lesson plans
Scoring guide/rubric
Journal
Work sample binder
Portfolio
Website

6.4 Uses available technology to assess and
communicate student learning.
Student work/projects/presentation
Technology based assessment practices to
include but not limited to: Turning Point
clickers, Kamico, ThinkLink, Proficiency
Quest
Binders
Email to parents/staff
Data team minutes/agenda

6.5 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of
technology.
Email journal
Student work/projects/presentations
Lesson plans
Internet log

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 7:
Reflects on and evaluates teaching and learning: The teacher reflects on and evaluates specific
teaching/learning situations and/or programs.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

7.1 Uses data to reflect on and evaluate
student learning.

_____ Does Not Meet

7.2 Uses data to reflect on and evaluate
instructional practice.

Data team minutes/agenda
Student work w/ feedback
Journal entries by teacher
Emails
Lesson plans

Data team minutes/agenda
Professional growth plan
Team minutes/agenda
Lesson plans

7.3 Uses data to reflect on and identify
areas for professional growth.
Professional growth plan
Professional growth (PG)
activities/agenda/handouts
Presentation to staff on PG activities

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 8:
Collaborates with Colleagues/Parents/Others: The teacher collaborates with colleagues, parents, and
other agencies to design, implement, and support learning programs that develop student abilities to use
communication skills, apply core concepts, become self-sufficient individuals, become responsible team
members, think and solve problems, and integrate knowledge.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

_____ Does Not Meet

8.1 Identifies students whose learning could be
enhanced by collaboration.
Written plan
Email communication
Team minutes/agenda
Student work
Lesson Plans

8.2 Designs a plan to enhance student learning
that includes all parties in the collaborative effort.
Written plan
Email communication between
collaborative partners
Lesson plans
Student work samples

8.3 Implements planned activities that enhance
student learning and engage all parties
Written plan
Activity agenda
Email communication
Written communication
Phone logs
Team meeting agenda/minutes

8.4 Analyzes data to evaluate the outcomes of
collaborative efforts.
Team minutes/agenda
Data team minutes/agenda
Reflection (verbal, written)
Lesson plans
Student work
Survey

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 9:
Evaluates Teaching and Implements Professional Development: The teacher evaluates his/her overall
performance with respect to modeling and teaching Kentucky’s learning goals, refines the skills and
processes necessary, and implements a professional development plan.
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

9.1 Self assesses performance relative to
Kentucky’s Teacher Standards

Communication between staff/evaluator
Professional growth plan
Journal
Self-assessment tool
9.3 Designs a professional growth plan that
addresses identified priorities.

Professional Growth Plan

_____ Does Not Meet

9.2 Identifies priorities for professional
development based on data from self-assessment,
student performance and feedback from
colleagues.
Professional growth plan

9.4 Shows evidence of professional growth and
reflection on the identified priority areas and
impact on instructional effectiveness and student
learning.
Journals
Student Work
Data team meeting/agenda
Agenda from PD activities
Presentation to staff based on PD activities
Lesson plans
Technology activities

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 10:
Provides Leadership within School/Community/Profession: The teacher provides professional leadership
within the school, community, and education profession to improve student learning and well-being

_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

10.1 Identifies leadership opportunities that
enhance student learning and/or professional
development of the school.
Written plan
Communication with
administration/parents/staff/colleagues
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Presentation video
Portfolio
10.3 Implements a plan for engaging in leadership
activities
Written plan
Communication with
administration/parents/staff/colleagues
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Presentation video
Portfolio

_____ Does Not Meet

10.2 Develops a plan for engaging in leadership
activities
Written plan
Communication with
administration/parents/staff/colleagues
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Portfolio
10.4 Describes, analyzes, and evaluates student
performance data.
Reflection in plan
Communication with
administration/parents/staff/colleagues
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Presentation video
Portfolio

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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Teacher Standard 11:
Teacher Performance Responsibilities
_____ Met

_____ Needs Growth

11.1 Implement the school/district comprehensive
plan, resulting in measurable improvement in
student performance.
Student work (Rigor and
Relevance/Appropriate Depth of
Knowledge)
Artifacts/Portfolio
Team minutes/agenda (Professional
Learning Community)
Written communication with parents, staff
and administration (Relationships)
Data team minutes/agenda (Data
teams/PLC)
11.3 Implements a plan for engaging in leadership
activities
Written plan
Communication with administration
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Presentation video
Portfolio
11.5 Adheres to the Kentucky Educational
Professional Standards Boards Ethics
Attendance
Communication with parents, staff, and
administration
Team minutes
Faculty minutes
Professional Development Plan

_____ Does Not Meet

11.2 Attend faculty meetings and serve on various
committees consistent with job descriptions.
Written plan
Communication with administration
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Portfolio

11.4 Describes, analyzes, and evaluates student
performance data.
Reflection in plan
Communication with administration
Team minutes/agenda
Faculty meeting agenda
Professional development agenda/minutes
Presentation video
Portfolio

Notes/Comments/Evidence:
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SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR TEACHERS
(This summarizes all the formative evaluation data, including professional growth/development activities, and other
documentation since last summative evaluation.)
Evaluatee______________________________________ Grade/Content Area_____________________
Evaluator___________________________________ Position__________________________________
School________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Observation(s) 1st ___________ 2nd __________ 3rd ___________ 4th ____________
Date(s) of Conference(s)

1st ___________ 2nd __________ 3rd ___________ 4th ___________

Teacher Standards:

Meets

District Standards:
Needs Growth

Does Not Meet

1. Demonstrates Professional Leadership
_____
_____
2. Demonstrates Knowledge of Content
_____
_____
3. Designs/Plans Instruction
_____
_____
4. Creates/Maintains Instruction
_____
_____
5. Implements/Manages Instruction
_____
_____
6. Assesses and Communicates Learning Results
_____
_____
7. Reflects/Evaluates Teaching/Learning
_____
_____
8. Collaborates with Colleagues/Parents/Others
_____
_____
9. Engages in Professional Development
_____
_____
10. Demonstrates Implementation of Technology
_____
_____
11. Teacher Performance Responsibilities
_____
_____
*Any rating in the “needs growth” column requires the development of a Growth Plan.
Any rating in the “does not meet” column requires the development of an Individual Corrective Action Plan.

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Individual professional growth plan and performance criteria reflect a desire/need to acquire further knowledge/skills in the
standard number(s) checked below:
1. _____

2._____

3._____

4._____

5._____

6._____

7._____

8._____

9._____ 10._____

Evaluatee’s Comments: (may be attached)_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator’s Comments: _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To be signed after all information above has been completed and discussed. The evaluatee’s signature indicates only that the
evaluatee has reviewed the summative evaluation for teachers, in conference with the administrator.
Evaluatee’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Evaluator’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
I have had opportunity to review the formative documentation and to provide input. I concur with the evaluator’s
assessment.
________________________________________ Primary Evaluator

Certified employees must make their appeals to this summative evaluation within five working days of receipt of the
evaluation. This is in accordance with 704 KAR 3:345 Sections 7, 8, 9, and the local district plan.
Employment Recommendation to Central Office
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____
____
____

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___.
I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR 200___ - 200___.
I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*
* Proper documentation is available
____Eligible for Limited Contract
_____Eligible to begin Continuing Contract
_____On Continuing Contract

LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST STANDARDS
Standard 1: Demonstrates Professional Leadership
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18

Builds positive relationships within and between school and community.
Promotes leadership potential in colleagues.
Participates in professional organizations and activities.
Writes and speaks effectively.
Assists in developing library media center policies, e.g., materials selection, collection
development, circulation, challenged materials, copyright, and technology.
Administers a library media program that utilizes flexible access.
Develops plans for maintaining a technologically current facility and program.
Organizes, classifies, and catalogs library materials, following nationally recognized
professional standards such as AARC2 (Anglo American Cataloging Rules), latest
edition Dewey or Library of Congress, MARC format.
Solicits suggestions from and communicates with faculty and students about services,
materials, programs, and facilities.
Evaluates programs, services, facilities, and materials informally and formally on a
continuous basis--identifying strengths and weaknesses.
Organizes and maintains the library media center as a functional, attractive, safe, and
orderly environment for optimal use by students and faculty.
Publicizes the library media center programs, services, and materials through newsletters,
announcements, and other innovative ways.
Is responsible for the proper use of the facility, materials, and equipment.
May plan and/or participate in special projects or proposals, e.g., book fairs.
Trains and supervises volunteers and student helpers.
Is in regular attendance and is punctual.
Adheres to State Code of Ethics.
Adheres to School Board Policies and Regulations.

Standard 2: Provides Exemplary Resources Through Collection Development
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

2.6
2.7

Follows the district approved selection policy which includes a procedure for the
reconsideration of materials.
Possesses broad knowledge of the school curriculum and plans with teachers and
administration for development of collection of materials to support the curriculum.
Chooses materials using selection tools, bibliographies, periodical reviews, workshop and
professional judgment recommendations.
Maintains a professional collection.
Demonstrates competency in selection, acquisition, circulation, and maintenance of
materials, technology, and equipment which support the school's curriculum and
educational philosophy.
Keeps a card or automated catalog current.
Maintains statistical records and shelf list needed to verify collection of the library media
center holdings.
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2.8

Makes general repairs, weeds collection, and takes annual inventory.

Standard 3: Provides Effective Library Media Services
3.1
3.2

Exercises a leadership role and serves as a catalyst in ensuring the library media center is
central to the instructional program of the school
Maintains flexible use of the library media center by individuals, small groups, and large
groups for research, browsing, recreational reading, and listening.

LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST STANDARDS
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14

Participates as a member of the instructional team(s) in curriculum development projects
and plans regularly with teachers.
Provides the leadership and expertise for the incorporation of information and instructional
technologies into the school curriculum.
Provides training to staff in use of new materials, technology, and equipment,
demonstrating practical applications for curriculum connections.
Supports classroom teachers as a consultant in the development of instructional units,
activities, and curriculum with print and non-print materials.
Assists faculty in the selection of materials to supplement classroom instruction.
Establishes positive rapport with staff, students, and community.
Makes the library media center and its resources accessible to students and faculty.
Provides orientation for new faculty and students, formally and informally.
Maintains effective communication with staff and students, e.g., informs faculty and
students of new acquisitions and services.
Facilitates the circulation of materials among schools in the district or with other
agencies.
Is available as a personal resource for all students and faculty.
Provides the resources and promotes recreational reading for the school community.

Standard 4: Enables Students to Become Effective Information Users
4.1

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

Plans and implements a library media center program of library information literacy in
collaboration with classroom teachers toward the achievement of the goals of KERA and
the academic expectations.
Informally evaluates individual and group needs and provides appropriate learning
experiences.
Creates a climate conducive to learning in which students display initiative and assume a
personal responsibility for learning and conduct.
Provides for independent and cooperative group learning.
Guides students in the selection of appropriate resources.
Helps students to develop habits of independent reference work and to develop literacy in
the use of reference materials in relation to planned assignments.
Promotes appreciation of various forms of literature emphasizing the highest quality.
Encourages students to develop lifelong reading, listening, viewing, and critical thinking
skills and to become skilled in all modes of communication.
Incorporates the use of technology in accessing information.
Assists students in the use of multi-media for projects.

Standard 5: Assumes Responsibility for Professional Growth Practices
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5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

Follows the school's policies and procedures.
Promotes compliance with the copyright law.
Handles concerns of others in a positive and professional manner in order to protect the
users' rights to privacy and confidentiality.
Attends local professional growth activities and meetings.
Demonstrates commitment by belonging to professional library organizations and
attending the meetings, workshops, conferences, and other activities related to the field.
Demonstrates Professional Growth

LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST STANDARDS
Standard 6: Demonstrates Implementation of Technology
The library media specialist uses technology to support instruction, access and manipulate data;
enhance professional growth and productivity; communicate and collaborate with colleagues,
parents, and the community; and conduct research.
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

6.7

6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16

Operates a multimedia computer and peripherals to install and use a variety of software.
Uses terminology related to computers and technology appropriately in written and verbal
communication.
Demonstrates knowledge of the use of technology in business, industry, and society.
Demonstrates basic knowledge of computer/peripheral parts and attends to simple
connections and installations.
Creates multimedia presentations using scanners, digital cameras, and video cameras.
Uses the computer to do word processing, create databases and spreadsheets, access
electronic mail and the Internet, make presentations, and use other emerging technologies
to enhance professional productivity and support instruction.
Uses computers and other technologies such as interactive instruction, audio/video
conferencing, and other distance learning applications to enhance professional productivity
and support instruction.
Requests and uses appropriate assistive and adaptive devices for students with special
needs.
Designs lessons that use technology to address diverse student needs and learning
styles.
Practices equitable and legal use of computers and technology in professional activities.
Facilitates the lifelong learning of self and others through the use of technology.
Explores, uses, and evaluates technology resources: software, applications, and related
documentation.
Applies research-based instructional practices that use computers and other technology.
Uses computers and other technology for individual, small group, and large group
learning activities.
Uses technology to support multiple assessments of student learning.
Instructs and supervises students in the ethical and legal use of technology.
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CARROLL COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE OBSERVATION--LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST
Evaluatee ______________________________________ Position _____________________________________
Evaluator ______________________________ Date _______________ Length of Observation____________

INSTRUCTIONS:
Answering these questions involves considerable subjective decision making. Information completed on this
form should be gathered from specific products and behaviors such as observations, portfolios, extra-curricula
activities, PD activities, etc. The entire document is intended to provide concrete data upon which a summative
evaluation will be based. Items are checked “Meets,” Needs Growth,” or “Does Not Meet.” Factual comments
which recall specific incidents are noted in the space entitled “Evidence.” Any standard marked “Needs
Growth” requires the development of a growth plan. Any standard marked “Does Not Meet” requires the
development of an individual corrective action plan. Evaluator may attach sheets if additional space is needed

Standard 1: Demonstrates Professional Leadership
___ Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

1.1 Builds positive relationships within and between school and community. 1.2 Promotes leadership potential in colleagues. 1.3
Participates in professional organizations and activities. 1.4 Writes and speaks effectively. 1.5 Assists in developing library media
center, e.g., materials selection, collection development, circulation, challenged materials, copyright, and technology. 1.6
Administers a library media program that utilizes flexible access. 1.7 Develops plan for maintaining a technologically current facility
and program. 1.8 Organizes, classifies, and catalogs library materials, following nationally recognized professional standards such as
AARC2 (Anglo American Cataloging Rules), latest edition Dewey or Library of Congress, MARC format. 1.9 Solicits suggestions
from and communicates with faculty and students about services, materials, programs, and facilities. 1.10 Evaluates programs,
services, facilities, and materials informally and formally on a continuous basis—identifying strengths and weaknesses. 1.11
Organizes and maintains the library media center as a functional, attractive, safe, and orderly environment for optimal use by students
and facility. 1.12 Publicizes the library media center programs, services, and materials through newsletters, announcements, and
other innovative ways. 1.13 Is responsible for the proper use of the facility, materials, and equipment. 1.14 May plan and/or
participate in special projects or proposals, e.g., book fairs. 1.15 Trains and supervises volunteer and student helpers. 1.16 Is in
regular attendance and is punctual. 1.17 Adheres to State Code of Ethics. 1.18 Adheres to School Board Policies and Regulations.
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Standard 2: Provides Exemplary Resources Through Collection Development
___Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

2.1 Follows the district approved selection policy which includes a procedure for the reconsideration of materials. 2.2 Possesses
broad knowledge of the school curriculum and plans with teachers and administration for development of collection of materials to
support the curriculum. 2.3 Chooses materials using selection tools, bibliographies, periodical reviews, workshop and professional
judgment recommendations. 2.4 Maintains a professional collection. 2.5 Demonstrates competency in selection, acquisition,
circulation, and maintenance of materials, technology, and equipment which support the school's curriculum and educational
philosophy. 2.6 Keeps a card or automated catalog current. 2.7 Maintains statistical records and shelf list needed to verify collection
of the library media center holdings. 2.8 Makes general repairs, weeds collection, and takes annual inventory.

Standard 3: Provides Effective Library Media Services
___Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

3.1 Exercises a leadership role and serves as a catalyst in ensuring the library media center is central to the instructional program of
the school. 3.2 Maintains flexible use of the library media center by individuals, small groups, and large groups for research,
browsing, recreational reading, and listening. 3.3 Participates as a member of the instructional team(s) in curriculum development
projects and plans regularly with teachers. 3.4 Provides the leadership and expertise for the incorporation of information and
instructional technologies into the school curriculum. 3.5 Provides training to staff in use of new materials, technology, and
equipment, demonstrating practical applications for curriculum connections. 3.6 Supports classroom teachers as a consultant in the
development of instructional units, activities, and curriculum with print and nonprint materials. 3.7 Assists faculty in the selection of
materials to supplement classroom instruction. 3.8 Establishes positive rapport with staff, students, and community. 3.9 Makes the
library media center and its resources accessible to students, faculty, and community. 3.10 Provides orientation for new faculty and
students, formally and informally. 3.11 Maintains effective communication with staff and students, e.g., informs faculty and students
of new acquisitions and services. 3.12 Facilitates the circulation of materials among schools in the district or with other agencies.
3.13 Is available as a personal resource for all students and faculty. 3.14 Provides the resources and promotes recreational reading for
the school community.
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Standard 4: Enables Students to Become Effective Information Users
___Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

4.1 Plans and implements a library media center program of library information literacy in collaboration with classroom teachers
toward the achievement of the goals of KERA and the academic expectations. 4.2 Informally evaluates individual and group needs
and provides appropriate learning experiences. 4.3 Creates a climate conducive to learning in which students display initiative and
assume a personal responsibility for learning and conduct. 4.4 Provides for independent and cooperative group learning. 4.5 Guides
students in the selection of appropriate resources. 4.6 Helps students to develop habits of independent reference work and to develop
literacy in the use of reference materials in relation to planned assignments. 4.7 Promotes appreciation of various forms of literature
emphasizing the highest quality. 4.8 Encourages students to develop lifelong reading, listening, viewing, and critical thinking skills
and to become skilled in all modes of communication. 4.9 Incorporates the use of technology in accessing information. 4.10 Assists
students in the use of multi-media for projects.
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Standard 5: Assumes Responsibility for Professional Growth Practices
___Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

5.1 Follows the school's policies and procedures. 5.2 Promotes compliance with the copyright law. 5.3 Handles concerns of others in
a positive and professional manner in order to protect the users' rights to privacy and confidentiality. 5.4 Attends local professional
growth activities and meetings. 5.5 Demonstrates commitment by belonging to professional library organizations and attending the
meetings, workshops, conferences, and other activities related to the field. 5.6 Demonstrates Professional Growth

Standard 6: Demonstrates Implementation of Technology
___Meets Standard
___Needs Growth
___Does Not Meet Standard

Evidence:

6.1 Operates a multimedia computer and peripherals to install and use a variety of software. 6.2 Uses terminology related to
computers and technology appropriately in written and verbal communication. 6.3 Demonstrates knowledge of the use of technology
in business, industry, and society. 6.4 Demonstrates basic knowledge of computer/peripheral parts and attends to simple connections
and installations. 6.5 Creates multimedia presentations using scanners, digital cameras, and video cameras. 6.6 Uses the computer to
do word processing, create databases and spreadsheets, access electronic mail and the Internet, make presentations, and use other
emerging technologies to enhance professional productivity and support instruction. 6.7 Uses computers and other technologies such
as interactive instruction, audio-video conferencing, and other distance learning applications to enhance professional productivity and
support instruction. 6.8 Requests and uses appropriate assistive and adaptive devices for students with special needs. 6.9 Designs
lessons that use technology to address diverse students needs and learning styles. 6.10 Practices equitable and legal use of computers
and technology in professional activities. 6.11 Facilitates the lifelong learning of self and others through the use of technology. 6.12
Explores, uses, and evaluates technology resources: software, applications, and related documentation. 6.13 Applies research-based
instructional practices that use computers and other technology. 6.14 Uses computers and other technology for individual, small
group, and large group learning activities. 6.15 Uses technology to support multiple assessments of student learning. 6.15 Instructs
and supervises students in the ethical and legal use of technology.

Evaluator______________________ Evaluatee ______________________ Date of Review_________
Signature does not indicate agreement. Evaluatee’s signature indicates only that he/she has seen this form and been involved in its review .

I have had the opportunity to review the formative evaluation documentation and to provide input. I concur
with the evaluator’s assessment:
__________________________________________________
Primary Evaluator
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SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST
(This summarizes all the formative evaluation data, including professional growth/development activities, and other
documentation since last summative evaluation.)
Evaluatee_________________________________________Grade/Content Area_____________________________
Evaluator________________________________________ Position________________________________________
School__________________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Observation(s) 1st _____________ 2nd ___________ 3rd _____________ 4th ____________
Date(s) of Conference(s)

1st _____________ 2nd ___________ 3rd _____________ 4th ____________

Library Media Specialist Standards:
Meet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Meets

Demonstrates Professional Leadership
Provides Exemplary Resources through Collection Development
Provides Effective Library Media Services
Enables Students to Become Effective Information Users
Assumes Responsibility for Professional Growth Practices
Demonstrates Implementation of Technology

District Standards:
Needs Growth
Does Not

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

*Any rating in the “needs growth" column requires the development of a Growth Plan.
Any rating in the “does not meet" column requires the development of an Individual Corrective Action Plan.

Individual professional growth plan and performance criteria reflect a desire/need to acquire further knowledge/skills in the
standard number(s) checked below:
1._____

2._____

3._____

4._____

5._____

6._____

Evaluatee’s Comments: (may be attached)_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluator’s Comments: _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To be signed after all information above has been completed and discussed. The evaluatee’s signature indicates only that the
evaluatee has reviewed the summative evaluation for Library Media Specialist, in conference with the administrator.
Evaluatee’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Evaluator’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
I have had opportunity to review the formative documentation and to provide input. I concur with the evaluator’s
assessment.
________________________________________ Primary Evaluator

Certified employees must make their appeals to this summative evaluation within five working days of receipt of the
evaluation. This is in accordance with 704 KAR 3:345 Sections 7, 8, 9, and the local district plan.

Employment Recommendation to Central Office
___ I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___
___ I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR 200___ - 200___.
___ I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*

* Proper documentation is available

Eligible for Limited Contract
___ Eligible to begin Continuing Contract
___ On Continuing Contract

____
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RECOMMENDATION FOR RE-EMPLOYMENT
NON-EVALUATED CERTIFIED PERSONNEL

Employee________________________________________ Grade/Content Area_____________________________
Administrator____________________________________ Position_______________________________________
School__________________________________________________________________________________________

Employment Recommendation to Central Office
___

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT FOR 200___ - 200___

___

I RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT WITH WORK UNDER A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN PLUS
ADDITIONAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION FOR 200___ - 200___.

___

I DO NOT RECOMMEND REEMPLOYMENT*

* Proper documentation is available

Employee’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Administrator’s signature: ________________________________________________ Date:____________________________
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CARROLL COUNTY SCHOOLS
INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
STATE REQUIRED 24 HOURS
_____School Year Initiated
DATE__________

NAME_____________________________WORK SITE___________________ PROGRAM/SUBJ/GRADE______________

Area for Professional
Development (from School
Comprehensive
Plan)

Comprehensive Plan
Objective/Goal(s) (describe
desired outcomes)

Procedure/activities for achieving goals
and objectives

Target Date(s) for
completion

Comprehensive Plan:
Academic Performance
Learning Environment
Efficiency
Equity
Documentation:
Reflect
Product
Demonstration
Observation
This individual professional growth plan is aligned with the School Comprehensive Plan Goal(s):
Individual Professional Development Plan Developed &
Midterm Progress Check:
Comments:
Approved:
___________________________________ ______________
Employee's Signature
Date
____________________ ________
___________________________________ ______________ Employee's Signature
Date
Supervisor's Signature
Date
Annual Review:

Achieved

________________________________
Employee's Signature

Revised

___________________ _____
Supervisor's Signature Date

Continued

_______________
Date

_________________________________
Supervisor's Signature
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_______________
Date

CARROLL COUNTY SCHOOLS
INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN
DATE____________

NAME_______________________

Area for Growth (from CSIP/PD
plan/teacher standards)

Present stage
of development

WORK SITE___________________

Growth Objective/Goal(s)
(describe desired outcomes)

_____School Year Initiated
PROGRAM/SUBJ/GRADE__________

Procedure/activities for
achieving goals and objectives

Teacher Standards:
Awareness
Demonstrates professional
Preparation
leadership
Implementation
Demonstrates knowledge of
Refinement
content
Designs/Plans instruction
Creates/Maintains learning
climate
Implements/Manages
instruction
Assesses and communicates
learning results
Documentation:
Reflects/Evaluates
Reflect
teaching/learning
Product
Collaborates with colleagues/
Demonstration
parents/others
Observation
Engages in professional
development
Demonstrates implementation of
technology
Consolidated Plan:
Academic Performance
Learning Environment
Efficiency
Professional Development:
See reverse side
This individual professional growth plan is aligned with the School Comprehensive Plan Goal(s):
Individual Growth Plan Developed:
Midterm Progress Check:
__________________________________________
______________
Comments:
Employee's Signature
Date
__________________________________________
______________
_____________________ ________
Supervisor's Signature
Date
Employee's Signature
Date
Annual Review:

Achieved

Revised

________________________________________
Employee's Signature

Target
Date(s) for
completion

____________________
Supervisor's Signature

Continued

______________
Date

________________________________________
Supervisor's Signature
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______________
Date

Stipend/Travel
Requested

________
Date

PROFFESSIONAL GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(CERTIFIED EVALUATION)
NAME ____________________________ PROGRAM/SUBJECT/GRADE _____________
WORKSITE ____________________________________________________ DATE _______________
PERFORMANCE AREA: (check one)
_____ Enrichment Plan
_______ Standard 1
_______ Standard 2
_______ Standard 3
_______ Standard 4
_______ Standard 5
_______ Standard 6
_______ Standard 7
_______ Standard 8
_______ Standard 9
_______ Standard 10

_____ Corrective Action Plan
Standard Number :
_____
Performance Criteria: _____
PRESENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
_____ Awareness _____ Implementation
_____ Preparation _____ Refinement

I. SCHOOL GOAL ADDRESSED:

II. OBJECTIVE:
DESIRED OUTCOME:
___ To acquire & apply knowledge, understanding, skills, & abilities to achieve stated goal.
____ To facilitate the learning of students consistent with challenging content and performance
standards.
____ Other

III. ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

IV. DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRESS
_____ Reflections
_____ Product
_____ Demonstration
_____ Observation
V.

TARGET DATE

EXPLAIN:

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE
_______________________________________
Approved: _____________________________
Date: __________________________________
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VI.

MID-TERM PROGRESS CHECK

Evaluator's Comments:

VII.

EVIDENCE OF PROJECT COMPLETION:

EVALUATEE'S COMMENTS:

VIII. THE TARGET WAS:
_____ Achieved _____Revised _____Continued

Evaluator's Comments:

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE
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DATE

CARROLL COUNTY SCHOOLS
INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
_____School Year DATE____________
WORK SITE___________________

Teacher Standard Growth Objective/Goal(s)
Number
(describe desired outcomes)

NAME________________________________

Procedures and Activities for
Achieving goals and Objectives
(including support personnel)

Appraisal Method
and
Target Dates

Evaluator’s Comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________
Evaluatee’s Comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________
Status

Individual Growth Plan Developed:
Review Date(s)
Continue
_____________
_________
_____________
_________
_____________
_________

_________________________________________
______________
Employee's Signature
Date
_________________________________________
______________
Supervisor's Signature
Date

Met

Not Met

________

_________

________

_________

________

_________

_____________________
Evaluatee’s Signature
_____________________
Evaluator’s Signature
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________
Date
________
Date

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN LOG OF ACTIVITIES

Teacher: ____________________________________________
Date of Meeting: _____________________________________
Persons Present: (Signatures)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Summary of Meeting:

Recommendations:

Next Meeting: ________________________
Copy to each person present
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EVALUATION STATUS SCHEDULE
(Three Year Cycle)
SCHOOL_____________________
INTERN

TEACHER

NON TEN

COMPLETED BY NOV. 30
TENURE

GROWTH
PLAN
INITIATED

EVALUATION
YR_________

EVALUATION
YR_________

EVALUATION
YR_________

CARROLL COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PERSONNEL EVALUATION
SCHOOL:________________________
I/T/NT

Teacher Name

Most
Recent
Summative

Need Eval
Completed
During Year

DATE:_____________________
Orientation
Date

PreConf.
Date

Observ.
Date

Post
Obs.
Date

PreConf.
Date

Observ.
Date

Post
Observ.
Date

Inform
Observ.
Date

Inform
Observ.
Date

NOTE: A copy of this form with completed Summative Evaluations must be turned in to the Central Office prior to April 21.

Growth
Plan
Date

Optional
Eval..
Date

Growth
Plan
Review

Summ
Date

Filed
At
C.O.

Pre-Observation Form
Teacher’s Name ______________________ School _______________________ Year _______
Period _______ Subject/Grade Level ______________________ Number of Students_________
Teacher is: ____ Tenured _____ Non-tenured

Date of Observation __________________

1. Cite Core Content and Learning Objectives

5. Give examples of how you will address
individual student differences. (Attach
additional sheets if needed.)

2. Is this review or new learning?

3. What teaching strategies will you be using in your
lesson/activity?
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

6. What are your assessment strategies for the
lesson/activity?

Whole Language
Thematic
Cooperative Learning
Hands-ons
Integration
Performance Event Task
Lecture
Other (please describe)

4. What particular teaching behaviors do you
especially want monitored: (optional)

_______________________________
Teacher’s Signature

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Portfolio
Performance Event Task
Anecdotal Records
Demonstration
Rubric
Quiz/Test
Participation Contribution
Other (please describe)

7. Note any special circumstances of which the
evaluator should be aware of.

_______________________________
Evaluator’s Signature/Date

*Signature simply imply that information Data Collection instrument has been discussed. Pre-Observation
form must be returned at least one day prior to the scheduled observation.
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